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$1
McNutt tells
Fiscal Court
about ACA
requirements

Text amendment
draws attention
of Planning
Common
A proposed text amendment
to the City of Murray Code of
Ordinances ignited a lively discussion by the Murray Planning
Commission last night.
City planner Candace Dowdy
explained to the commissioners
that a change in language to
Section IV, Article 2 called
"Administration, Enforcement
and Violations" was needed.
Part of the change was an
addition to the Ordinance Fine
Schedule (4.0.39). Currently, the
schedule lists fines for first
offense, second offense and
each additional offense for
Animal Control, Property
Maintenance Code and Noise
Control.
Dowdy said the amendment
would add a line of fines for
zoning violations: $200 for first
offense; $250 for second
offense; and $350 for each additional offense.
The question of fines4ed to a
discussion about signags violations. Dowdy explained to the
commissioners that temporary
signage must be made of lightweight materials and be on display for a limited time.
"It's not being enforced,"
commissioner Loretta Jobs said.
Dowdy said at this time they

Calloway County magistrates
heard, first, about new rules
being brought forth by the
Affordable Care Act, then a
way to sort through the ACA
issues without facing penalties
Tuesday.
Greg McNutt, a local insurance broker who works through
the Kentucky Association of
Counties, warned the magistrates that the new guidelines, if
not followed correctly, will
bring very stiff penalties. perhaps as much as $3,000 for
individuals. That is why he said
KACo has four associated
members stepping up to assist
with this treacherous path
through a program known as
Capstone.
"The thing is (filing properly)
is a burdensome and laborious
task," McNutt said, noting that
this applies to entities employing at least 50 people, which
Calloway County's government
does. "This will be $18 per
employee (if they are enrolled

Electronic message boards at gas
stations and convenience stores in
Murray were flashing numbers
that motorists were receiving quite
positively Tuesday as prices for
unleaded gas drifted below the $2
mark for the first time since early
this year. In these images, top),
$1.99 appears in red on a numbers board above the tanks at
Pocket's on Chestnut Street, while
vehicles are shown pulling into the
Murphy's Express station just off
of U.S. 641 North to take advantage of $1.99 prices there.
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TAKING IT ALL IN:
Murray State University
rodeo team members
Ellen Adams, a senior
from McDonough,
Georgia, left, Hannah
O'Bryan, a sophomore
from Almo, and others
are shown watching the
action last week during
the Racer Roundup at
the Cherry Expo Center
on the MSU campus.
This week, rodeo action
returns with the annual
Bull Blowout.

In the same way, the Lord
has commanded that those
who preach the gospel should
receive their living from the
gospel.

Beshear appoints Erwin
to counselors commission
Staff Report
A retired Murray attorney has
received an appointment to the
of Licensed
Board
Kentucky
Professional Counselors.
Martha Ross Odle Erwin of Murray
was appointed to the position by Gov.
Steve Beshear last week. A press
release said Erwin will represent citizens at large on the committee.
Erwin's term will expire Sept. 23,
2019. She is joined by Imelda Ninnette
Bratton of Bowling Green and Dr.
Charles B. Pemberton of Louisville in
being appointed.•

Call today to subscribe!

270-753-1916
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Bull Blowout rodeo event returns
to MSU Expo Center this weekend
Special to The Ledger
MURRAY, Ky. — Murray State University's Cherry Expo
center will host the 2015 Bull Blowout October 23-24. This
years Bull Blowout will feature the most courageous local
and national riders who will take on some of the fiercest and
most powerful bulls.
Bull Blowout is fun for the whole family. Along with bull
riding there will be barrel racing, mutton busting and a calf
scramble. Mutton busting is the riding of sheep. The calf
scramble will allow kids to chase calves with flags on their
tales, winning prizes by capturing them. There will also be an
appearance from funny man Greg "Stump" Reynolds.

"I want the audience to experience the action of bull riding
and barrel racing since these are probably the most popular
events in rodeo," said Penny Parsons of the Bill cherry Ag
Expo Center.
Attendance is expected to be close to 15,000 patrons with
about 100 competitors each night. Doors open at 6:00 p.m.
with festivities beginning at 8:00 p.m. nightly. Admission for
adults is $14,$12 for students with a valid ID and $5 for children 12 and under. Tickets are sold at the door. For more

Has partnered with AAA to offer you auto and home
insurance including discounts for member,„

Please join in
spreading awareness
all month long.

Mormon leader criticizes
clerk for stance on gays
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — The
Mormon Church staked a deeper claim
to middle ground in American society
on Tuesday, advocating for compromises between protecting religious liberties and prohibiting discrimination,
and criticizing Kentucky clerk Kim
Davis for refusing to license gay marriages.
"We may have cultural differences,
but we should not have 'culture wars,'"
Mormon leader DaIlin H.Oaks declared.
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WEATHER
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Cloudy, with a high near 70.
South wind 5 to 8 mph.
Saturday Night: Showers
likely. Cloudy, with a low
around 57. South wind
around 7 mph.
Sunday: Showers likely,
mainly after 1pm. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 69.
Southwest wind around 5
mph becoming north northwest in the afternoon.
Sunday Night: A chance
of showers. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 50. North
northeast wind around 7
mph.
Monday: A chance of
showers. Partly sunny, with a
high near 66. East northeast
wind around 7 mph.
Monday Night: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 47. Northeast
wind 3 to 6 mph.
Tuesday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Partly sunny, with a high near
62. Northeast wind 3 to 6
mph.

Daily Forecast
no National Woodier Service
Wednesday: Sunny, with
a high near 76. South
southwest wind 5 to 8 mph.
Wednesday
Night:
Mostly clear, with a low
around 52. Light south
wind.
Thursday: Sunny, with a
high near 78. South wind 3
to 5 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 55.
Calm wind.
Friday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 78. South
southeast wind 3 to 7 mph.
Friday Night: A 40 percent chance of showers.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 59. South wind
around 5 mph.
Saturday: Showers likely.
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

These lighted Halloween-themed displays can be found inside Central Park in Murray. Murray-Calloway County Parks &
Recreation Maintenance Director Steve Wilhelm said Monday that these displays will remain available for viewing through
Oct. 31.

Park Board discusses Trail of Treats plans
underway for restroom facilities throughwe're having it."
Last year's event attracted between 4,000 out Central and Chestnut parks. He said
and 5,000 visitors, which makes this one of winterization will also be underway next
In the wake of the search for a new parks Parks & Recreation's biggest annually. It week for facilities inside the Central Four
director, questions have arisen in the consists of a line of booths created by var- Plex and Bee Creek soccer complex, once
Murray-Calloway County as to the status ious businesses, nonprofits and other baseball/softball and soccer seasons end
groups, particularly those representing this weekend.
of certain events.
One of those is the popular Trail of Treats local school districts, as well as Murray
He also said Halloween decorations are
activity on Halloween evening. And State University, that offer candy or other
now in place and will remain lit at night
Monday night, the Murray-Calloway items to Trick-or-Treaters.
Oct. 31.
through
In addition, cash prizes go to the best
County Park Board made it clear that this is
***
one event it intends to see happen in 2015. booth as determined by a panel of judges.
Finance Committee Chairman Jeremy
However, there are potential pitfalls, Cash prizes also go to the individuals wearalso notified the board that the state is
cosBell
best
the
be
to
judged
are
what
ing
this
of
events
to
threat
namely the biggest
mandating that an audit be conducted on
tumes.
type, the weather.
"Last year, I believe we had 40 booths. organizations, such as park boards, annual"I'm trying to see if there is a forecast
that goes that far, but I can't find one. They Right now, we have 27 to 28 signed up," ly, meaning one needs to be scheduled very
only go for 10 days," said board member Rouse said.
soon.
Anyone wishing to establish a booth is
Alice Rouse, who has been given the coor"And I have no problem with that," Bell
dinator's role for this year's event that is asked to contact the Parks & Recreation told the board. "In talking with (Parks &
scheduled from 5-8 p.m. at Central Park. office at 270-762-0325.
Recreation's financial advi
I do not
A contingency plan is being developed in
Those hours also coincide with what was
to be
expect anything out of the
stipulated as the official hours for case of rain.
public
the
s
this
Plus
this.
from
found
Halloween activities with the city by the
Maintenance Director Steve Wilhelm that we're looking at our financial matter
Murray City Council. "However, if we
don't have any problems (with weather), reported Monday that winterization is the way we should." Ill
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

MORGAN WILLIAMS / Ledger & Times

TALKIN' IT OVER: Mignon Pittman, director of the
Calloway County Public Library, welcomes 5th District state
Rep. Kenny Imes (R- Murray) to the Legislative Meet and
Greet held at the library Tuesday afternoon. The event was
hosted by the Friends of the Library. Also attending was 1st
District state Sen. Stan Humphreys (R- Cadiz), as well as all
three candidates for the 42nd Judicial Circuit judge position.
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03REAST CANCER AWARENESS I DEALING WITH A DIAGNOSIS
,r.•:

Young Women
hile breast cancer diagnosis and treatment are difficult for women of any
age, younger women may find the experience overwhelming.

•
•

ww

With youth comes the feeling of
t. invincibility for so many people, so
dealing with a cancer diagnosis can
come as quite a challenge.
About 11 percent of all new cases of
breast cancer in the United States are
found in women younger than 45,
according to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
And unless they have witnessed a
relative or friend go through the diagnosis and treatment process, young
women can find it a shocking experience to find out they have breast cancer.

WHO IS AT RISK?
The CDC identifies certain segments
of the population to be at an increased

risk of getting breast cancer at an early
age compared with other women their
age. Here are some factors to consider:
• You have close relatives (parents,
siblings or children) who were diagnosed with breast or ovarian cancer
when they were younger than 45.This
is especially true if more than one relative was diagnosed or if a male relative
had breast cancer.
• You were treated with radiation
therapy to the breast or chest during
childhood or early adulthood.

WHAT TO DO
you can take
as a young woman with an increased
risk for breast cancer is talking to your
doctor. He or she may suggest ways
The most crucial action

CCFR
Tuesd.
north o
eral br
conditi

that you can improve your chances
against breast cancer and will have
more information on genetic counseling that could potentially uncover
mutations in your gene structure.
It also may be recommended that
you receive mammograms earlier and
more often than other women, or you
may need other screening tests.
0FOTOlIA

CUT DOWN THE RISK
Many factors can influence your risk
of getting breast cancer. They are
important to understand because
most women who develop the disease
have no known risk factors or history
of breast cancer in their families.
Here are some ways to improve

your chances of staying breast cancer-free:
• Maintain a healthy weight;
• Exercise regularly;
• Don't drink alcohol, or limit alcoholic drinks to one per day;
• Avoid exposure to chemicals that
can cause cancer, such as the carcino-

gens found in cigarettes;
• Reduce your exposure to radiation
during medical tests such as mammograms, X-rays, CT scans and PET scans;
• Ask your doctor about the risks of
taking hormone replacement therapy
or oral contraceptives; and
• Breastfeed your babies, if possible.
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Primary Care Medical Center encourages
everyone to see their healthcare provider
for routine screenings which assists in
early detection.

Please get your screening today.

Breast & Cervical Cancer
touches more than one

270.759.9200
1000 South 12 St. • Murray, KY
PrimaryCareEverywherecom
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11 DAVE SAYS

Create Your
Community Legacy:
Frequently
asked
questions

By Dave Ramsey

Helping them budget
Dear Da N e,
My husband and I live on a budget and
are getting out of debt. Our daughter is in
high school, and we've been teaching her
about your plan. Is it realistic to expect a 16year-old with a part-time job and a handme-down car to make and lie on a budget?
Mircie
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Dear Marcie,
Anyone who has an income can make and
live off a budget. Your daughter is at a great
time in her life to learn how to prioritize spending, saving and giving — and making her
money behave!
Even in her situation, when she's still living
at home with you guys, there are plenty of
things she can include in a budget. Think about
it: She needs gasfor the car, basic maintenance
and insurance ... things like that. She'll also
want a little spending money, and she might
even have ideas ofgoing to college. So sit down
with her and show her how to make out a budget to figure out the upcoming month's expenses
before the month begins. Make sure she knows
how to properly baltince and reconcile her bank
account, too.
Ofcourse, at this point it's still your responsibility as parents to provide her with the basic
necessities. But I love your attitude and your
willingness to teach her how to handle money
intelligently. The sooner she learns some basic
money management principles, the sooner
she'll be able to handle her finances in the real
world responsibly.
—Dave

Saving is doing something
Dear Dave,
I know you're all about getting out of
debt, and I agree with your stance on that. I
started college last month,and scholarships
and Pell Grants will pay for everything. But
is saving money really that important if
you're young and have a good income? What
good does money do you if you don't use it

for something?
Tim
Dear Tim,
Congrats on beginning college! I'm glad,
too, that you understand how Ifeel about debt.
But it worries me that you seem to think that
you're not doing anything with your money
when you save. Saving money is one of the most
important things you can do with your money,
because when you save you're planning for the
future and the unexpected.
Retirement may seem long way off right now.
but thinkfor a second how it wouldfeel to have
worked your entire life only to end up broke at
age 65. If that thought doesn't scare you, it
should. Have you ever seen someone that age,
or older, wrangling shopping carts in the rain
or flipping burgers at afastfood joint? In most
cases, it's not because they love the job and
being around people. They're doing it because
they have to, because they failed to plan for the
future and save some money.
Let's talk about something a little closer. You
said you agree with my stance on debt. Okay, so
how are you going to buy your next car without
going into debt if you haven't saved anything?
How will you survive if you get laid offfrom
your job if you haven't saved any money? Bad
things happen when people are foolish enough
not to save money.
Saving is doing something with your money,
7.1m. It's one of the most important things you
can do with money — for yourself and those
around you!
—Dave
* Dave Ramsey is America's trusted voice
on money and business and the CEO of
Ramsey Solutions. He has authoredfive New
York Times best-selling books. The Dave
Ramsey Show is heard by more than 85 million listeners each week on more than 550
radio stations. Dave's latest project,
EveryDollar,provides a free online budget
tool. Follow Dave on Twitter at @DaveRamsey
and on the web at daveramsey.com.
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charitable contribution. In addition, we have the Endow Kentucl%
tax credit for which a donor mhig
quality. The Kentucky tax credit is
in the amount of 30 percent and is
in addition to the chartable tax
deduction. For example. a person
in the 25 percent federal income
Special to the Ledger
tax bracket that makes a gift that
When the Murray-Calloway
qualifies for the Kentucky isaN
County Community Foundation
credit would get a 25 perct*
(MCCCF) launched in 3310, its
Article 46
deduction for the federal incorrie
primary mission was and continly through our local firms that han- tax, a six percent deduction for
ues to be, to help local non-profit
dle investment in the markets. The Kentucky income tax and a 20 perorganizations such as charities,
donor or the organization that cent Kentucky income tax credit,
churches,cemetenes,our hospital,
established the endowment may thus,the net cost to the donor makour schools including Murray
designate,on an annual basis, what ing the gift would be 49 percent.
State University, our county and
How is the money paid from
pool of investments it wants its
city agencies such as our park and
the foundation?
endowment to be invested.
airport, to establish endowments.
A quarterly report is generated
What are the benefits of
The goal is to benefit these organi- investing in the community for each endowment and the nonzations for years to come and to foundation?
profit will get a report in March of
supplement or even replace the
A citizen or friend of our com- each year that will reflect the
annual fundraising drives these munity can benefit from making a amount of grant money available
organizations initiate every year.
gift to our community foundation to the non-profit for the current
Harold Hurt, president of the in that they are insuring the future year. The non-profit can elect to
MCCCF,was recently interviewed of the non profit (s) they want to receive the annual grant or it can
about the foundation and gave the help now and forever. A person re-invest it in the endowment.
following answers:
How does one make a contrimay establish a Donor Advised
Does the money invested in the Endowment wherein each year the bution to the endowment?
foundation stay in Murray?
A gift can be made to an existing
person, their children, grandchilThe MCCCF is currently affiliat- dren and future generations select endowment in any amount. Our
ed
with
the
Community the non-profit they want to help web site.www.mcccforg may be
Foundation of West Kentucky each year. This is a wonderful way used to obtain a list of our estabalong with Henderson and for a family to establish a legacy lished endowments. If a potential
Henderson County, Madisonville that will carry on for generations. donor has interest in the establishand Hopkins County,Glasgow and Each year members of the family ment of an endowment, they
Barren County and soon to be will pause to select a non-profit should contact one of our board
Marshall County. All of our funds serving our community to receive members.
are pooled and invested as a pool. the annual grant. Family members
To learn more about MCCCF
We
currently
have
over one hundred years from now will and how you can get involved,
$22,000,000 in the pool. The pause for a few minutes each year visit mcccforg or contact Harold
money is invested in mutual funds and will have a connection with Hurt,President of MCCCF,at 270and bonds. The investment com- their family from our generation. 761-6880 or any of the following
mittee is composed of profession- What a way for a family legacy to board members: Linda Avery: 270als engaged in investments. All be created that will be remembered 753-0060, Gary Brockway: 270affiliates have a member on the forever.
753-0503, Matt Hale: 270-753investment committee. Our current
contributions
tax 5411, Sarah Jones: 270-227-8010,
Are
member is Matt Hale, CPA. The deductible?
Brian Overbey: 270-767-2000,
All contributions to our commu- Dick Weaver: 270-753-2899,Zach
money is invested into the markets
the same as money invested local- nity foundation are considered a Dunlap: 270-816-3880.•

•Mormon, clerk...
From Front
"On the big issues ... both sides
should seek a balance, not a total victory," he said. "For example,religionists should not seek a veto over all
non-discrimination laws that offend
their religion, and the proponents of
non-discrimination should not seek a
veto over all assertions of religious
freedom."
The speech marked another landmark moment in the conservative reli-

gion's transformation from a faith that
frowned on gays and lesbians to one
becoming more welcoming and compassionate, albeit in small steps that
may seem nominal to outsiders.
As with the Roman Catholic
Church under Pope Francis, the conservative Mormons are trying to assert
a softer position in society, while
holding firm inside the church to its.
own doctrines against gay marriage
and homosexual activity.
The Mormons chose Oaks,a mem-

her of the Quorum of the Twelve
Apostles that guides The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, to
give the speech, the most detailed yet
reflecting the new approach to what
Mormons call "same-gendered attraction." He brings credibility as a former
Utah Supreme Court judge who also
onie served as a law clerk to Chief
Justice Earl Warren on the U.S.
Supreme Court, church officials said.

1548 Whippoorwill
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
CCFR KEPT BUSY WITH BRUSH FIRES: A Calloway County Fire-Rescue unit is shown
Tuesday afternoon parked near flames that rose from a brush fire along U.S. 641 South just
north of Hazel. CCFR responded with at least two units to this blaze, which was one of several. bfush fires that prompted CCFR responses Tuesday as dry ground is presenting prime
conditions for fires in fields and woods.
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From Front
only enforce if they know about
the violation.
Commissioner
Jim Foster
pointed out that the signage
ordinances are a point of contention among business owners.
"It's a huge problem in the

city. What are the rules? What
about those signs in front of
Hardee's?" he said.
Dowdy said the small signs in
front of the restaurant are advertising community festivals that
are open to the public.
The commissioners directed
planning staff to move forward.

A public hearing has been
scheduled to discuss the proposed amendment for next
Planning
month's Murray
Commission meeting.
Planning
Murray
The
Commission meets on the third
Tuesday of the month at 5 p.m.
in City Hall.

Remodel In-Process / Result Turn Key! Desirable property in Martin Heights. A 3 bedroom,2 bath with Master
bedroom/trey ceiling and Pella french door to deck, large master closet, large master bath with jet tub,
,separate shower & double sink; large Great Room (vaulted ceiling), dining room with Pella french door to
/
c
--deck, large fenced backyard and 2 car garage. Beautiful landscape and a must see at $219,000. 7-

Gerry Puckett - 270-978-0827
TAKE A TOUR! www.tiptoppropertiesmurray.com

TIP TP.OEITIpr

if possible.

Vote Jamie Jameson,Circuit Court Judge
www.jamesonforjudge.com

II jamesonforjudge

#(0),JamesonforJudge

"We ask you to please vote Janne anieso
- The committee to elect. Jamie Jameson Circuit
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/Senior Staff Attorney, KY Dept ofP
Murray Trial Office(
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Jamie with in-laws, the Cherry Family,
wife Jenny & daughter Julianne

Calloway County Campaign Committee:
Don & Linda Cherry I Dean Cherry I Pat Cherry I Catherine Gean Cherry
Hal Kemp I Ray Murdock(Ag) I Pat & Sally Scott
Roy McKendree I Pastor Brent Williams I Pastor Ryker Wilson
Dr. Paul Foote, MSU I Dr. Duane Bolin, MSU I Sue Thweatt
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IN OTHER WORDS

Emma

The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:

1'

Glasgow Daily Times
On violence in schools:
Eastern Kentucky University officials made the right decision this week when they chose to cancel classes and various
school activities after discovering a threat to "kill all" painted
on a campus bathroom wall.
After the tragedy that unfolded last week at Umpqua Community College in Oregon — where 10 people including the
gunman lost their lives — any perceived foreshadowing of a
mass murder must be taken with absolute sincerity.
But we can't be a society that lives in fear. While debates
will continue to ensue over gun control, public safety and the
treatment of mental illness, what about some self-reflection?
Why do we hear endless debates about gun control, but not
about violence in video games, TV shows, movies and the
Internet?
Why are we so intrigued by violence? Should media place
so much importance on covering violent crimes? Are we signaling to potential copycats that if they choose to senselessly
murder innocent people in a movie theater, church or school,
that we will be right there watching and reading every detail
of their lives on our televisions, in our newspapers and on the
Internet?
Yes, part of being a free society is having access to information. It provides knowledge and power, and as we celebrate
National Newspaper Week this week, the Glasgow Daily Times
acknowledges that freedom of information is a cornerstone of
a democracy.
But we also have another liberty in this country that's just
as important as accessibility of information in our freedom of
choice.
No, we can't buck our responsibility to pay taxes, or follow laws, but we can choose what issues and events garner
our time and attention.
It's absolutely a charge of media to cover mass shootings,
but we don't have to glorify the killers. Instead of pictures of
the guilty being spread across social media, we can share stories about the victims and humanize the results of such unnecessary violence. We can choose to focus on murderers, or,
instead, minimize our coverage of criminals who often times
seem to turn to mayhem as a way to receive attention.
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361A Russell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.)
SACS Russell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-4343
.4

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg. Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115
www.house.gov/whitfield

Frankfort, Ky. 40601

e-mail: Kenny.imes@Irc.ky.gov

1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Stan Humphries (R-Cadlz)
Suite 299, 702 Capitol Avenue
e-mail: Stan.humphries@Irc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
(502) 564-8100 Ext. 870
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Dialog on suicide inspires Walk of Remembrance
Saturday afternoon, the sky was
vibrant and cloudless, a solid blue
unblinking as the eye of eternity.
At 4 pm, the sun was just at the
right angle that those facing west
were almost blinded by the glare.
Hands shaded eyes, almost in salute
to the glorious autumn day, while
clusters of friends and acquaintances remarked about the chill
in the air and the change of seasons.
A makeshift dais decorated with
colorful chrysanthemums and festive white balloons faces rows of
folding chairs in a corner of the
city park. Once the empty places
fill, John Dale, retired minister
of the local Glendale Road Church
of Christ, welcomes the crowd
and starts the program.
The day is dedicated to those
affected by suicide, a topic usually relegated to whispers and
couched in euphemism. "It doesn't help not to talk about it,"
John Dale proclaims, and he knows
what he is talking about. When
he was just eleven years old, his
mother, Mildred Dale,took her own
life, and the reverberations of that
loss continue to this day.
After John's introduction, Pat
Harrington stands at the podium.
She does not flinch as she
announces, "This is a good day,"
a mantra she repeats in her talk,
each time in a different context.
"We might cry. We might even
laugh," she says."And despite what
some people say, that's okay."
"Have you ever considered if

you're going crazy?" Pat asks,
and then she goes on to admit
that she has seen her loved one,
David, since his death. She has
even felt him tug at her sleeve.
"Those who haven't had the experience may say I've lost my mind."
She shrugs and smiles ruefully
before she goes on to say, "But
this is just the mind's way of
dealing with reality."
Suicide is a cry of despair, an
act carried out alone, after a struggle. Those who take their own
lives are neither saint nor devil,
but surviving relatives and friends
are left to grapple with guilt, grief,
and their own feelings of helplessness.
In a community with few
resources for survivors, as well
as for those suffering from crippling depression and thoughts of
suicide, the so-called QPR
approach provides non-professionals with some useful tools.
QPR stands for Question, Persuade and Refer and, according
to the organization's website, QPR
is a quick reminder of the 3 simple steps anyone can learn to save
a life from suicide. With a mission to "save lives and reduce
suicidal behaviors by providing
innovative, practical and proven
suicide prevention training," the
Institute asserts that "quality education empowers all people,regardless of their background, to make
a positive difference in the life
of someone they know."
Last week's gathering in the

park was all
about finding
help for those
in need, and
letting peoknow
ple
are
there
local groups
and
ready
able to provide assistance. MurMain Street
ray Calloway
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Grief
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sors
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Recovery
facilGroup,
itated by hospital chaplain, Kerry Lambert.
Nanette Birdsong leads a group
called the Survivor of Suicide
Loss Support Group, that meets
at Pagliai's Restaurant. There is
also a Suicide Prevention Coalition of Calloway County, and an
active local chapter of the National Alliance on Mental Illness that
hosts regular meetings.
Although the topic of suicide
is often considered taboo,the issues
surrounding it are real. The Four
Rivers region of Kentucky, of
which Calloway County is a part,
has the highest rate of suicide
deaths in the state. Data from the
Centers for Disease Control and
the American Association of Suicidology indicate that the national rate is 12.43 per hundred-thousand, but in our region the rate
is 19.8. Kentucky's five year rate

was 14.2 per hundred-thousand of
population.
But statistics were not on the
minds of those who attended the
Walk of Remembrance and Hope
last Saturday. The names of twenty-three loved ones who'd committed suicide were recited as survivors offered a white rose as a
token of their love and cherished
memories, and the poem Pat Harrington read gave everyone something to think about, along with
solace for their loss. The poem
ends like this:
Our lives have all been better,
Because you have been there.
So now we leave your memory,
In God's all-loving care.
For more information about the
loving care provided through local
support and informational groups,
go to Facebook's Suicide Prevention Coalition of Calloway County.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledger.com. Contact
the columnist directly at constanceale xanaer@twc.com
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledger.com. Contact the columnist at constancealexander@rwc.com.

The Battle of Perryville and Centre College

State Rep. Kenny Imes(R-Murray)
Room 329J, Capitol Annex

Stom

appeared to be a draw. Union casual- school sufties numbered 4200, while the Con- fered as much
federates lost 3,400. But as Bragg and as any instihis survivors left Kentucky, Buell pur- tution of highsued him so slowly that Lincoln removed er learning in
him from command. Still, other than Kentucky.
With 35
raiders and guerillas. the Confederates
would never pose a military threat in graduates in
the
1860,
Kentucky again.
After the battle 1,500 casualties Centre Colfilled Danville's courthouse, churches, lege Class of
schools, and private dwellings. Accord- 1861 dwining to Stuart Sanders, a Civil War his- dled to 28 Home and
Away
torian and Centre College graduate, members after
By James
"this number eventually swelled to 2,500 the Civil War
Duane Bolin
because of disc." Survivors of the began, and
class, Ledger & Times
battle, as well as local residents "suf- this
fering from typhoid fever, pneumonia, according to
Columnist
dysentery recovered or Hardin Craig.
Although there were hundreds of skir- measles. and
a
ColCentre
local coMmunities."
mishes and battles in Kentucky during died in all of the
that of all the commu- lege historian, "reflects the prosperous
wrote
Sanders
and
largest
the
far
by
War,
the Civil
"perhaps none days of the college." By the year after
bloodiest engagement was the Battle nities around Perryville,
the war, only 11 young men made up
Danville."
as
much
as
suffered
of Perryville. Perryville is located in
the Class of 1866. Of these 11, 7 chose
commandeered
troops
Confederate
Boyle County, only ten miles from
careers in the Law, and 2 of the 11
as
early
as
College
Centre
at
buildings
Danville in the heart of the Bluegrass;
had served in the Confederate States
battle,
the
Danville is the location of Centre Col- September 27, 1862, before
of America.
hosfield
"into
campus
the
converting
lege, founded in 1819. Before the batAlthough some Centre faculty and
pitals for sick men who could no longer
tle. Confederate soldiers occupied Old
students
expressed antislavery sentiments,
wife
Centre, the college's main building; march." Elizabeth Patterson. the
many white residents of Danville owned
promathematics
College
Centre
a
of
after the fighting was over, Union solslaves. Even Centre's famous alumnus,
diers filled the building and the rest of fessor of Unionist sentiment,remembered Robert J Breckinridge, an outspoken
"At
presence.
Confederate
the
vividly
the campus.
emancipationist,owned slaves. When war
At Perryville on October 8, 1862, night, the college campus would be came, more Centre crodents fought for
16000 Confederate troops faced 58000 lighted up by cheerful campfires around the Confederacy than the Union, unlike
fodends, although Confederate Geuend which the soldiers at the hospital would the rest of the state. And at war's end,
Braxton Bragg never realized Union Gen- gather, sitting upon logs of firewood 26 Centre students and alumni did not
eral John Carlos Buell had some 58000 and singing rebellious songs such as come home. The numbers told the story.
soldiers, his entire army. Bragg had
The war had taken a tremendous toll.
After the October 8th battle, the
failed to unite his army with the army
Still, despite all the hardship, the
of Edmund Kirby Smith. Smith came campus of the college became a hos- college never closed its doors. With
doctors
and
up from Knoxville and Bragg came up pital for Union casualties,
the sudden death of revered president
from Chattanooga, but Smith never advised nearby Danville residents "to John C. Young in 1857, Lewis Green,
closed
windows
and
doors
front
their
keep
arnved .
a member of Centre's first graduating
Numerous participants said it was and to stay in the backs of their homes Class of 1824, a former professor of
the baldest battle of whole war. One to avoid dise*se" Although Centre did belles-lettres and political economy at
ground around was not close down completely at the begin- his alma mater, the former president
remembered,
diem with blood." It was all over ning of the Civil War as did George- of Hampden-Sydney College in Viris kis than five hours. Statistically, it town College north of Lexington, the

[Writer's note: This brief
series on the Civil War ran
in 2011, the first year of the
150th commemoration of the
war. Of course, the remembrance of the war will never
end, but to bring an end to
the sesquicentennial commemoration of the war in this column, 1 have decided to run
this brief series again. The
war rent the nation, but it
especially split apart the Commonwealth of Kentucky, and
the repercussions we still feel
today.]

ginia and Transylvania University in nearby Lexington. was named Centre's new
president.
And so it was that a Centre graduate would preside over the college
during its most trying hour. He served
well. Green was determined to keep
the college open, "even as many other
schools were closing for lack of students. funds, or support," and he did
Indeed, not only did Centre remain
open, but while Confederate and then
Union troops occupied various standing buildings, using them as hospitals
and headquarters, faculty, students.
trustees, and building committees continued on with their work.
The minutes of the college's building committee indicate that the college
planned three new college buildings —
a new preparatory building, a new dormitory building, and a new academic
building—even as the Civil War raged
around and on the campus. The academic building would eventually become
known as Old Main, The college also
completed the construction of the Sayre
Library in the midst of the war in
June, 1863. On May 26, 1863, however, after five days of illness, "caught,
it was said, by helping treat sick and
wounded soldiers," President Green died
in office, yet another casualty of the
War.

The Battle of Perryville and the
story of nearby Centre College throughout the years of the Civil War illustrate the full range of tragedy, futility.
and courage during what Shelby Foote
called "the crossroads of our being."

Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
him at jbolin@murraystate.edu
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OBITUARIES
Emma Lou Stont

Corey A. McKnight

Emma Lou Stom,88,of Murray,Kentucky,died
at her home on Saturday, Oct. 17, 2015.
She was born Oct. 7, 1927, in Lynnville.
Kentucky, to Connie and Mettie Foy Bruce.
She retired from Fisher-Price in Murray and was
a member of Lynnville Baptist Church.
She was preceded in death by her parents; her
husband,Thomas J. Stom; four sisters, Signa Foy,
Rue11 Foy, Geneva Dudney and Mary Workman
and two brothers, Tansil "Pete" Bruce and Wayne
Bruce.
Steno
Mrs. Stom is survived by a brother-in-law, Earl
Workman of Palmersville, Tennessee and several nieces and
nephews.
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m. Wednesday,Oct. 21,2015 at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Jimmy Stom officiating. Burial
will follow in Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield. Visitation was
held Tuesday, Oct. 20,2015,from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Corey A. McKnight, 28, of Sutton, New
Hampshire, died Wednesday, Oct. 14, 2015 at his
home following a sudden illness.
He was born in Portsmouth, Virginia on 'Feb. 9,
1987 to April Fredholm McKinnon and Carroll
Fanner.
He had been a resident of Sutton for many years
and had recently returned. Corey was a graduate of
Fan Mountain Regional High School, Class of
2005. He was a US Army veteran serving with the
101st Airborne Division, 1-327th Infantry. Corey
McKnight
served one tour in Iraq and one tour in
Afghanistan. He was the recipient of the Purple
Heart. He was a certified diesel mechanic through
the Army. He was employed by Asplundh Tree
Experts. He enjoyed ice fishing, snowboarding,
snowmobiling, listening to music and taking long
walks on the beach. As a child, he made the statement that if he ever died, he would want to come back as an eagle,
so he could soar freely through the skies.
Mr. McKnight is survived by a daughter, Bride McKnight of
Virginia; his mother and father, April and Bruce Fredholm of
Murray; his father, Carroll Farmer of Claremont, New Hampshire;
a sister, Alison Campbell and husband, Andrew of Claremont;
brothers, John McKnight and his partner Daniel of California;
Adam McKnight of Murray; Jonathan Fredholm of Pomfret,
Vermont; David Fredholm of Springfield, Vermont and Kalib Race
of Murray; uncles, Dale McKinnon of North Sutton, New
Hampshire and Alex McKinnon and wife, Kathleen of Prescott,
Arizona; an aunt, Marra! Hudson of Hohenwald,Tennessee. Also
Surviving are brothers, Joseph Farmer of Asheville, North Carolina
and Matthew Cox of Claremont; and sisters, Christine Cox and
Lynn Dodley, both of Claremont; and several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be private and held at the convenience of the
family.
You may share a memory of Corey with the family or leave a message of condolence in the family guest book at www.royfuneralhome.com.
Roy Funeral Home and Cremation Service, Claremont, New
Hampshire, is in charge of arrangements.
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Dr. Dianne Boswell O'Brien, 72, of
Paducah,(entucky, died Sunday. Oct. 18, 2015 at
her residence.
She was a former professor at Murray State
University and a member of Reidland United
Methodist Church.
Dr. O'Brien's professional career spanned 36
years,including 12 years at Reidland High School
before joining Murray State University where she
taught physical education, dance, sports law, and
drug prevention. She was a regional representaO'Brien
tive for Murray State University teaching dance
and drug prevention classes at many elementay and secondary
schools. She co-authored a sports law textbook that was used in
several schools and she was a participant in the formation of the
President's Title IX program, working closely with Senator
Wendell H. Ford and other lawmakers. In addition, Dr. O'Brien
served on the US Olympic drug testing committee and other national committees representing her profession. Locally, she was instrumental in the Livingston County Historical Society and local
Chamber of Commerce.
She was preceded in death by her parents, James Isaac Boswell
and Alberta Massey Beggs; her stepfather, Weldon Beggs; and her
aunt and uncle, Edith and Russell Smith.
Dr. O'Brien is survived by her husband of 46 years, Bill O'Brien;
two sons, Clark O'Brien and wife Jordan of Tiline; Lee O'Brien of
Smithland; two brothers, David Boswell and wife Katherine of
Smithland, Tim Boswell and wife Linda of Honolulu, Hawaii; one
sister, Renee McGill and husband Doug of Paducah; three grandchildren, Hunter O'Brien, Cinch O'Brien, and Tuff O'Brien; her
stepmother, Genevieve Boswell of Bardwell and several nieces,
nephews, an cousins.
Funeral services will be at 1 pm. on Thursday, Oct. 22, 2015 at
Smithland United Methodist Church with Lea Griffith, Joel
Jackson, Mike Grimes, and James O'Brien officiating. Burial will
follow at Smithland Cemetery. Visitation will be at Smith Funeral
Chapel in Smithland on Wednesday, Oct. 21, 2015 from 5 -8 p.m.
and Thursday, Oct. 22, at the Smithland United Methodist Church
from 11 a.m. until the funeral hour.
Memorial contributions may be made to Smithland United
Methodist Church, 403 Court St., Smithland, KY 42081 or
Livingston County Historical Society, 117 State St., Smithland, KY
42081.
Online condolences may be left at www.smithfc.com
Smith Funeral Chapel, Smithland, is in charge of arrangements.

II Fiscal Court...
From Front
in KACo's insurance plan),
which probably amounts to a
$2,000 a year total cost,"
McNutt said, offering his recommendation for the Capstone
assistance to be accepted.
McNutt also added that, from
what he has been told, the
majority of Kentucky counties
are opting for this maneuver as
well.
"I think once this gets up and
running, it will prove to be a
good thing," said Calloway
County Judge/Executive Larry
Elkins. "This looks like an efficient way to get there."

James 'Paul' Spence
James "Paul" Spence, 81, of Murray,
Kentucky, died Wednesday, Oct. 14, 2015 at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was born Jan. 13, 1934 in Randilett,
Oklahoma and was of Jehovah Witness faith.
He was preceded in death by his parents,
James Leon and Millie Ann Spence; a son,Jerry
Paul Spence; a brother, Freddy Spence; two sisters, Linda Powell and Ladonna Spence and a
Spence
son-in-law, Michael Stockwell.
Mr. Spence is survived by his wife, Norma Spence of Murray; a
son, Kelly Spence and wife Kim of Illinois; two daughters, Debbie
Ruff and Tracy Stockwell, both of Murray; a daughter-in-law, Sue
Spence of Illinois; seven grandchildren, James Ruff, Ben gpence,
Thomas Spence, Cristal Nuguid, Sidney Stockwell, Cameron
Stockwell and Chase Stockwell; and five great-grandchildren.
A memorial service will be Saturday, Oct. 24, 2015 at the
Kingdom Hall of the Jehovah's Witness with Bill Stockwell speaking.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory,downtown Murray,is in charge
of arrangements.

Randy Hugh Brandon
Randy Hugh Brandon, 51, of Snellville, Georgia, formerly of
Murray, Kentucky, died Sunday, Oct. 18, 2015 at his home.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

James Stephen Meadows

in line with most counties in the
commonwealth. An approval of
the second reading will be
required at a later date to make
this official.
***
Calloway County Jailer Ken
Claud told magistrates about a
new program called Inside-Out
Dads, a 12-week course, that is
designed to instill values and
attitudes that will enable them to
perform well as fathers once
they have completed their sentences at the Calloway County
Jail. Completion of the program
results in 90 days of credit for
their sentences. IIII

James Stephen Meadows,58,of Murray, Kentucky,died Monday,
Oct. 18, 2015 at his residence.
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes Funeral Home &
Crematory, downtown Murray. II

RGA back on the air in Kentucky governor's race
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The Republican Governors
Association has purchased more than $1 million worth of ads in the
final two weeks of Kentucky's competitive governor's race.
The RGA pulled out of Kentucky last month. At the time it was a
blow to Republican nominee Matt Bevin, who has run a mostly selffinanced campaign. Democratic nominee Jack Conway has $1.6 million more than Bevin, according to the latest financial disclosures.
But the RGA says its new ad buy features a 30 second TV ad that
will run in seven markets across the state through election day. The
ad compares Conway with presiAent Barack Obama and blames
their policies for higher health care costs.•
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Churchill

FUNERAL NOTICE
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Emma Lou Stom,88
Funeral service will be at 1 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 21,201.5 at
the funeral home. Burial will follow in Highland Park Cemetery,
Mayfield.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray City Council will meet at 6:30 p.m. Thursday in the City
Council Chambers of Murray City Hall, 104 N. Fifth St. Agenda items will
include: Mayor's Report (wastewater treatment plant update, audit
update); public comment (prior arrangement through mayor's office);
Health Insurance Committee report; Public Works Committee report;
Ordinance No. 2015-1677 (second reading) an ordinance levying an ad
valorem tax in the City of Murray for the year 2015 upon at property in
the city, as shown by the Calloway County assessment as of Jan. 1,
2015; Ordinance N. 2015-1678(second reading) an ordinance amending
City of Murray Code ;Of Ordinances. 118 Alcoholic Beverage Control,
specifically to.include the code currently adopted by the city, specifically
Chapter.118.081 Mandatory Responsible Beverage Service Training, to
delete portions thereof that reference mandatory training for persons
employed in selling alcoholic beverages; Ordinance No. 2015-1679(second reading) an ordinance amending Chapter 151: Electrical Code,
specifically Chapter 151.08 to clearly identify the inspection fees for residential and commercial electrical inspections; Ordinance No. 2015-1680
(second reading) an ordinance amending Chapter 51: Natural Gas
System, Operating Charges, Deposits and Other Procedures, specifically Chapter 51.20 Monthly Charges, to reflect rate increases and decreases; Ordinance No, 2015-1681 (second reading) an ordinance amending
Ordinance 2015-1669, an ordinance which adopted FY 2016 City of
Murray annual budget by restating certain revenues and expenditures for
the City of Murray adding the position of part-time administrative assistant to the fire department; Ordinance No. 2015-1682 (second reading)
an ordinance amending Ordinance 2015-1641 an ordinance which
adopted the FY 2015 City of Murray annual budget by restating certain
revenues and expenditures for the city; Resolution No. 2015-024, a resolution of the City of Murray authorizing the mayor or his designee to
declare personal property identified by the fire department as surplus
property and to donate and transfer same to the Hazel Fire Department;
Municipal Order No. 2015-022 to reappoint Bobbie Weatherly to Board of
Zoning Adjustments for term to expire Oct. 27, 2019.
• The City of Murray Health Insurance Committee will meet at 5:30
Thursday in the City Council Chambers to discuss the 2016 insurance
program.
• The City of Murray Public Works Committee will meet at 6:15
Thursday in the City Council Chambers to discuss the East
Clark's River Interceptor sewer replacement bids.
• To report a Town Crier item call 753-1916.
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***

Fiscal Court members voted
unanimously to enter into an
agreement with the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet and
Department of Rural and
Municipal Aid involving bituminous resurfacing with hot
mix asphalt on various county
roads (Alex Forks Drive,
Hopkins Road, Rayburn Road
and Bayridge Road) for up to
$200,0000 of resurfacing to be
provided to the county.
***
Magistrates also unanimously
chose to authorize Elkins to
investigate the prospective hiring of a building inspector to
replace the retiring Kenny
Jackson. Elkins said Jim Bostic,
who he said handles such jobs in
Graves County, is being looked
at to possibly accept that duty.
Magistrates also approved, on
first reading, an ordinance concerning electrical inspection
fees. Calloway County Attorney
Brian Ernstberger explained that
the state is requiring a fee
schedule, and that the fee schedule proposed in the ordinance is

*

Who x%ill represent

Note: Even though the attorney
general may not directly address
these issues in their official
capacity, their positions indicate
the candidate's moral compass,
their character, willingness to
protect fundamental human
rights and their stewardship of
Andy Boshear
the public trust.

your values? *

Kentucky Attorney General Race

Whitney Westerfield
(R-Hopkinsville)

(D-Louisville)

VOTE
TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 3!

YES

NO RESPONSE

Protect Human Life

NO RESPONSE

Protect Religious Freedom and
Coun Clerk's Conscience

YES

NO RESPONSE

Casino Gambling Expansion

NO

Paid few •• the commonwealth

PAC, U.Not authorised by any canals,* or •

IMIessed

LIA
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COMMUNITY
DATEBOOK
Poinsettia sale to begin

Datebook
Martha
Finney Andrus,
Community
editor

Calloway County Homemakers have started
their 24th annual poinsettia sale. Plants are $8
for small and $20 for large and come in several
different colors. Contact a homemaker member,
call the Calloway County Extension Office at
270-753-1452 or Judy Stahler at 270-753-7387
to order your plans now for the Christmas season. Plants will arrive Dec. 3, at CLC of First
United Methodist Church and will be available
for pick up after 1 p.m. Thursday,Dec. 3 and all
day on Friday, Dec. 4.

Blood donation opportunity

Murray-Calloway County Hospital will conduct a blood drive at Southwest Elementary on
Thursday, Oct. 22, from 2:30-6:30 p.m. The public is invited to
donate.
Photo provided

Pictured is last year's Quad State String Festival.

Quad State String Festival to be presented
at Murray State University on Oct.23
Special to the Ledger
The annual Quad State String
Festival, a long-standing musical tradition in Murray, will be

With the cooler weather,
we get out our heavier
clothing. Often we start
looking at what we had last
season. It doesn't appeal to
us anymore.
We have the latest trends
and styles to update your
fall and winter wardrobe.
You will love some of
the fabrics and colors of
the new arrivals. Sweaters
in beautiful turquoise
and several other colors
flatter all of us. Jusiludd
a contracting scarf, your
favorite jeans or leggings,
and you are good to go to
work or out for a nice meal.
Christmas
is
fast
approaching. This would
be an ideal time to start
your shopping. The jewelry
sale is still going on - all
earrings (except Brighton)
are 1/2 off,some $1.00 and
$5.00. A large selection of
necklaces are 1/2 off.
Slav tuned to next week's
fun andfashion report...

VOTED MURRAY'S'
• FAVORITE
LADIES
CLOTHING 2014

-,ze-K-Kam

Friday, Oct 23 under the super- director of the Pro Arte
vision of Dr. Sue-Jean Park, Chamber
Orchestra
of
associate professor of violin and Washington,
D.0 ,
the
viola. This is the 69th year the Washington Korean Symphony
festival has been hosted by Orchestra,
the
Loudoun
Murray State University's Symphony Orchestra; Tracy
department of music and will be Leslie, director of Murray State
attended by a remarkable 384 University Strings at North
school-age string students from Calloway Elementary, Joseph
four states. Pre-college level Eunkwan Choi, music director
string students will gather to of Highland view Academy in
rehearse, attend masterclass and Hagerstown, Maryland and
ultimately perform in Lovett Francie Beard, musical director
Auditorium.
for the Academy of Country
This year's guest conductors Music "Lifting Lives Music
include Dr. Yeong Su Kim, Camp" at Vanderbilt University,

Nashville, Tennessee.
The festival culminates in a
concert featuring MSU orchestra director Professor Dennis
Johnson and four of the Quad
State String Festival student
orchestras at 5 p.m. Other highlights from the festival is a masterclass taught by Mr. Vincent
Frittelli, retired professor at the
University of Texas, Austin.
This class will be at 1:30 p.m. at
Farrell Recital Hall on the campus of Murray State.
All events are free and open to
the public. III

FUMC to sponsor Harvest Hootenanny on Oct. 28
Special to the Ledger
First United Methodist Church is sponsoring a
Harvest Hootenanny on Wednesday,Oct. 28,from
5:30-7:30 p.m. in the church gym. A chili dinner
will be offered with chili, hot dog, drink and
dessert for $3. There will be trick-or-treating, a

hayride, games, crafts and other activities. Cost is
$5 for Hootenanny activities or $20 for a family
which includes meal and activities. For questions,
call Katie at 270-577-9670 or email youth@murrayfirst.com.•

at- FALL FUN it
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•
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•
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.77,e Something For Everyone Store'.
305 South 12th • thurrri, KY • 753-7441
www.dkkeltey.com

KIDS DAY!!!

Murray-Calloway County Hospital will conduct a blood drive at
Southwest Elementary on Thursday, Oct. 22, from 2:30-6:30 p.m.
The public is invited to donate.

Compassionate Friends will meet
The Compassionate Friends support group will meet Thursday,
Oct. 22, at 7 p.m. in PDR 1 outside the cafeteria entrance at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This support group meets for
the encouragement of bereaved parents who have lost children as a
result of accident, illness or tragedy, regardless of their child's age.
For more information, call Hilda Bennett at 270-498-8324 or
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 270-762-1274.

Empty Bowls Dinner to be at MAG
The Murray Art Guild will host the
Friday, Oct. 23, from 5-7 p.m. at the
Street. All proceeds from this event
Calloway County Need Line. For
www.murrayartguild.org.

Empty Bowls Dinner on
Guild, 500 North Fourth
will benefit the Murraymore information, visit

Praise in the Park scheduled
A community non-denominational revival, "Praise in the Park,"
will be held Saturday, Oct. 24, from 6-10 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Central Park Amphitheater. Admission is free but
can goods will be accepted to help support Neeciline. I oral praise
bands, Kings Sons, For Heavens Sake and Yours Truly will perform. For more information, contact Ronnie Burkeen at 270-2932517 or email rburkeen@murrayelectric.net.

American Legion Post #73 will meet Thursday, Oct. 22 at 7 p.m.
at the Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee Creek. Food will be served at
6:30 p.m. and the business meeting will start at promptly 7 p.m. All
veterans are invited to attend. For questions, contact Post
Commander Mike Nutter at 270-293-3642.

Fabric needed for Sew-A-Thon
The United Methodist Women of Murray First United Methodist
Church will host their annual Sew-A-Thon in January of 2016.
Cotton fabric is needed to construct dresses, shorts and blankets for
the mission trip to Central America. If you have fabric that you
would like to donate, please call Margaret Fitts at 270-759-3950,
Anna Wright at 270-753-6835 or Louise Pool at 270-759-5729.

Games • Coloring • Face Painting
Prizes And More!
FREE FOR KIDS 12 & UNDER

-Ikr4irteZNI47-44111CW4t-lir
Now

Blood donation opportunity

American Legion to meet Thursday

Lookfor the balloons at participating businesses!

•

Toy drive to be held this week
The Red Hand Motorcycle Club of Murray is conducting its
annual Toy Run/Drive every weekend until Oct. 24, from 9 a.m.
until 6 p.m. in front of Big Lots on 12th Street. Toys and donations
will be gratefully accepted and will benefit the Western Kentucky
Foster Children's Association. Monday, Oct. 19 through Friday,
Oct. 23, the members will be at Big Lots from 3-7 p.m. to accept
donations and toys. Toys should be new and unwrapped.

The 4-H Pumpkin Painting and Park Clean-Up will be Friday,
Oct. 23,from 4-5:30 p.m. at the Courthouse Pavilion. A light snack
will be provided.

11:00 AM mi 400 PM
1101

Bornlearning Academy to be Thursday
The United Way Bomlearning Academy will be Thursday, Oct.
22, from 5:30-7 p.m. in the Murray Elementary School Library.
Free childcare will be available and dinner will be served. This is
for parents of children prenatal to 5-years of age. To reserve a spot,
contact Morgan Carman, FRYSC director at 270-759-9592.

4-H park clean-up to be Friday

Saturday, October 34

a Licensed Personal Care Home

THE GARDENS
84 UTTERBACK RD.• MURRAY
270-759-8700

•

Murray

Murray Woman's
Club Creative
Arts Bazaar and
Bake Sale to be
held Oct. 31
Special to the Ledger
The Murray Woman's Club
Creative Arts bazaar and Bake
Sale will be Saturday, Oct. 31,
from 8 a.m. until noon at the
Murray Woman's Clubhouse,
704 Vine. Included this year
will be an "Art Nook" where
previous scholarship winners
and members of the department
will display their art work.
There will be holiday decorations, knitted items, photo notecards and homemade cakes,
pies and Miss Lillie's fried fruit
pies. A raffle will also be held.
All proceeds benefit the
Annette Schmidt Scholarship at
Murray State University, the
Murray/Calloway
County
Student Art Show and Summer
Art Workshop.•

Subscribe today
by calling
270-753-1916
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Calloway County High School Class of 1965 holds reunion
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The Calloway County High
School Class of 1965 held its
50th class reunion on Saturday.
Aug. 22, at the Curris Center
Stables on the campus of
State
Murray
University.
Pictured, from left, first row are
Donnie
Adams,
Virginia
Roberts Herndon, Linda Ross
Harris, Linda Kay Walker
Nanney, Gloria "Doodle" Ray
l'homas, Carol Tibet's Frazier,
Brenda Cumin...a Nix, and
Mary Paschall Stays. second
row, Nancy Wilson Barrett, Eve
Adams, Phyllis Ezell Robinson,
Bonita Chrisman Dunavant,
Margaret Brandon Gibson,
Myra Bucy Brayden. Carolyn
Starks Johnson, Jud) Pritchett
Brandon, Fran Wells Garrison.
and Ann Shelton Roberson:
third row, Marilyn Parrish
McKinney, Marsha Hendon
Dale, Jeannie Lovins Mathis,
Jean Burton Edwards, Janice
Jourden
Pritchett,
Patty
McNeely Fitts, Tom Key,
Chrysandra
Galloway
C enz e, ou
Spiceland, Stan Hargrove,
row,
n
Gracie Garrison Holland, Larry Spiceland, Michael Keel. Gwen
Miller, Harold Bynum, Gary ,Fulkerson
Lewis. Johnny
Brame, Billy, Miller and Larry Adams, Ken Imes, Tommy

WKCTC announces
scholarship recipients
Special to the Ledger
More than 400 West Kentucky
Community and Technical
College students were awarded
scholarships for the 2015-16
college
year,
officials
announced today.
This year's recipients will
have the opportunity to meet
their scholarship benefactor at
college's
Annual
the
Scholarship Reception on
Thursday, Oct. 29 in the Student
Center.
This year's scholarship recipi
ents from Calloway County are:
Nikita Birbasov, Aaron Collie,
Samuel Cook, Emily Dosco,
Frederick,
Joshua
Seth
Hudspeth, Miranda Jones, Jason
Kirks, Matt Parrish, Morgan
Partain, Amy Runyon Dunlap
and Destiny Wendling.

West Kentucky Community
and Technical College has been
recognized three consecutive
times by The Aspen Institute as
an Aspen Prize Top 10
Community College and twice
as a Finalist with Distinction for
providing students with strong
job training and continuing
higher education opportunity.
for achieving high completion
and transfer rates and for providing strong employment
results for its graduates.•

anies,
atterson. Tanny
Patricia Jones Lassiter, Carolyn
Murdock
Bowen. Danny
Cleaver, Eddie Workman. and

o rt oy,
Nance, Danny
Scruggs Jones,
Pam Schroader

t

row, Steve
Merrill, Toni
Mike Morgan,
Herndon, Jerry,

osep , ommy reer, oger
Brandon, Bobby Galloway,Paul
Garland, Darlene Haneline
Workman. Isaac Albritten; sixth

row. Kenny 0 iver, erry
Lassiter, Jim Wood, Tommy
Vance, Don Finney, Gary Ezell
and Larry Salinon.•

FRONT ROW:
1. Pearl Eldndge Patterson
2.
3. Mary Mart
4.
5.
6. Wendell Patterson
7. Osco Patterson
8
9. Otis Eldndge
SECOND ROW:
1. Mrs. Ike Burton & daughter
2. Mrs. Sam Mart & Burton gin
3. Ike Burton & baby
4. Russ McCuiston
5. Shellie (Mart) Allbrirten
6
7. Crockett Bucy
8. Nola (Mart) Allbritten
9. Annie (Osbron) Bucy
10. Eula (Mart) McCuiston
11. Roy Mart
12.
?.ACK ROW:
1. Will Patterson
2. Rowen Patterson
3. Mrs. Will Patterson (Moody)
4. Bluff Allbritten
5. Sam Man'
6.
7.
---, 8. Imogene Eldridge
Please contact Lillie Fuqua at 270-761-0256 if you are able to identify any ofthe people in 9.
Charley Eldridge
the above picture that are already not named.
10. Stella Eldndge

DO YOU KNOW THESE PEOPLE?
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Los Angeles doctor delivers baby on flight from Taiwan
By JOHN ROGERS
Associated Press
LOS ANGELES (AP) — It was a honeymoon that Dr. Angelica
an likely won't ever forget, and not just because of the romantic
vacation.
her way home to Los Angeles last week,the UCLA physician
rn e her first unassisted delivery of a newborn baby when a passe er suddenly went into labor over the Pacific Ocean.
Airlines flight, which had departed from Taiwan, was
diverted to Alaska. Mother and newborn daughter left for a hospital,
and the flight continued on to Los Angeles.
"When the baby came out heOthy, I was just very relieved," Zen,
back at work at UCLA on Thursday,said laughing.
The fourth-year resident had previonsl delivered two infants,
both under the supervision of more experie
doctors.
"Usually I see adult patients, older patients an
iatric kids,"
shc said, adding this was "defIrdtely outside of my job deskription."
Zen had been trying to catch a little sleep toward the end of her
14hour connecting flight from Bali last week when she heard an
anbouncement asking if there was a doctor or nurse on board.
"They initially told me it was just a lady having some abdominal
pain,so I thought it was going to be something simple," she told The
Associated Press. "But when I saw her she was, like, very pregnant."
The woman was seated in the plane's first-class section, where the
desks made it impossible to work,so Zen had her moved to the main
cabin and placed on the floor. The flight attendants quickly pitched
in, providing towels, blankets and makeshift instruments as fellow
passengers recorded videos with their phones.
"The baby got delivered, and everybody applauded," said passenger Edmund Chen, who filmed part of the delivery from his seat one
row behind.
The video, shared with The Associated Press, shows a half-dozen
flight attendants wearing surgical masks and speaking Mandarin as
they help Zen. The attendants and passengers break into cheers and
applause when the doctor hands the crying newborn to one of the
attendants.

Bai

Edmund Chen/AP Video via AP Photo
In an image from AP video, a member of the plane's crew holds up a newborn after Dr. Angelica Zen, who is obscured at lower
right, delivered the baby on a China Air flight from Taiwan on Oct. 7, 2015. A passenger had gone into labor, and the flight was
diverted to Alaska. Mother and newborn daughter left for a hospital, and the flight continued on to Los Angeles.
"I don't really like to video other people, but this was just a oncein-a-lifetime thing, you know," Chen said. He added he was amazed
that when,just like in the movies,the crew asked if there was a doctor on board one stepped forward.
Zen said her new husband,an engineer,stood by ready to help, but
she didn't ask him. "I think he was more nervous than I was," she
said.

It's unclear if the birth,first reported by KABC-TV,occurred within a 12-mile radius of Alaska, which would make the baby a U.S.
citizen.
Airport officials wouldn't say how close the plane was to landing,
but Zen noted it was making its approach when the baby arrived. "It
was right when we were descending that the baby crowned," she
said IN

Jury: Boy not liable for exuberant hello that injured aunt
pRIDGEPORT, Conn.(AP) — A Connecticut jury
oriTuesday rejected a woman's bid to sue her 12-yearold nephew for injuries she says she suffered from his
exuberant greeting at his birthday party four years
ago.
New York City resident Jennifer Connell claimed
the Westport boy acted unreasonably when he jumped
into her arms at his 8th-birthday party, causing her to
fall and break her wrist. She sued in Bridgeport
Superior Court for $127,000;
'
The Connecticut Post reports that the six-member
jury found that the boy was not liable. The newspaper
reported that she ignored shouted requests for comment as she passed reporters outside the courthouse.
Connell, a 54-year-old human resources manager,
had testified that she loves her nephew but thinks'he
should be held accountable. She said when the child
jumped she tumbled to the ground as she tried to catch

Brian A. Pounds/Hearst Connecticut Media via AP

ADAM H. EDELEN
AUDITOR OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
:•
)se Honorable Larry Elkins, Calloway County Judge/Executive
Ile Honorable Antonia Faulkner, Calloway County Clerk
:10embers of the Calloway County Fiscal Court
Independent Auditor's Report

Airport on the Financial Statement
We have audited the accompanying statement of receipts, disbursements, and excess fees - regulatory basis of the County Clerk of
C,alloway County. Kentucky,for the year ended December 31.2014. and the related notes to the financial statement.
Management's Responsibility tot the Financial Statement
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of this financial statement in accordance with accounting practices
prescribed or permitted by the laws of Kentucky to demonstrate compliance with the Commonwealth of Kentucky's regulatory basis of
accounting as descn bed in Note I. Management is also responsible for the design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control
relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of a financial statement that is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error.
Auditor's Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial statement based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with
auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America,the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Awiinag Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, and the Audit Guide for Counts Fee Officials issued
by the Auditor of Public Accounts, Commonwealth of Kentucky. Those standards require that we plan and preform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statement is free from material misstatement.
An audit involve§ performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statement. The
procedures selected depend on the auditor's Judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial
statement, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity's
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statement in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances.
but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion of the effectiveness of the entity's internal control. Accordingly, we express no such
opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statement. We believe that the audit
evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit options.
Basis for Adverse Opinion on U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principies
As described in Note I of the financial statement, the financial statement is prepared by the County Clerk on the basis of the accounting
practices prescribed or permitted by the laws of Kentucky to demonstrate compliance with the Commonwealth of Kentucky's regulatory
basis of accounting, which is a basis of accounting other than accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America
The effects on the financial statement of the variances between the regulatory basis of accounting described in vote I and accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America,although not reasonably determinable, are presumed to be material.
4dverse Opinion on US.Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
Ja our opinion, became of the significance of the matter discussed in the Basis for Adverse Opinion on US. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles paragraph. the financial statement referred to above does rot present fairly, in accordance with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America, the financial position of each fund of the County Sheriff as of April 16, 2014, or
changes in financial position or cash flows thereof for the year then ended.
Adverse Opinion on U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
In our opinion, because of the significance of the matter discussed in the Basis for Adverse Opinion on U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles paragraph,the financial statement referred to above does not present fairly, in accordance with accounting principles
Penerally accepted in the United States of America,the financial position of each fund of the County Clerk, as of December 31.2014,
or changes in financial position or cash flows thereof for the year then ended
Opinion on Regulatory Basis of Accounting
In our opinion, the financial statement referred to above presents fairly, in all material respects, the receipts, disbursements, and excess
•fees of the County Clerk for the year ended December 31, 2014, in accordance with the basis of accounting practices prescribed or
,perrnitted by the Commonwealth of Kentucky as described in Note I.
Other Reporting Required by GovernmentAnditing Standards
Iti accordance with Government An'-tiring Standsrrls, we have also issued our report dated June 30. 2015 on our consideration of Calloway County Clerk's internal control over financial reporting and on our tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations. contracts and grant agreements, and other matters. The purpose of that report is to describe the scope of our testing of internal
control over financial reporting and compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of the
Calloway County Clerk's internal control over financial reporting or on compliance_ That report is an integral part of an audit performed
in accordance with CaneinmemAigliiingltanclargla in considering the entity's internal control over financial reporting and compliance

June 30, 2015
Stare law requires the Auditor of Public Accounts to annually audit fiscal courts, county clerks, and sheriffs, and print the results in a
newspaper having general circulation in the county The complete audit and any other audit of state agencies,fiscal courts,county clerks.
sheriffs, and property valuation administrators may be viewed in the reports section of the Auditor of Public Accounts' website at www,
ogfirpr ky gpv or upon request by calling I -$00-247-9126.
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"I remember him shouting,'Auntie Jen I love you,
and there he was flying at me," she testified.
Connell argued that her injuries severely disrupted
her life in Manhattan. She told jurors last week that
she was at a party recently, and "it was difficult to
hold my hors d'oeuvre plate," the Post reported.
Her lawsuit said: "The injuries, losses and harms to
the plaintiff were caused by the negligence and carelessness of the minor defendant in that a reasonable 8year-old under those circumstances would know or
should have known that a forceful greeting such as the
one delivered by the defendant to the plaintiff could
cause the harms and losses suffered by the plaintiff."
The boy,the only defendant, appeared in court with
his father, Michael Tarala. A listed phone number
couldn't be found for Tarala. The boy's mother died
last year. II

In this Tuesday, Oct. 13, 2015, photo, Jennifer Connell, center, is escorted to her car by
marshals after her lawsuit against her Westport nephew was found in his favor.
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Your friends and neighbors at HERITAGEBANK
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Visit one of our
friendly lenders today!
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Hunter survives 6 days without water in Australian Outback
PERTH, Australia (AP) — A 62-year-old
recreational hunter lost
in a hot and arid region of the Australian Outback survived without
water for six days by eating ants, police said Tuesday.
Reg Foggerdy left a car driven by his brother late Wednesday in
pursuit of a camel in the Great Victoria Desert in Western
Australia
state, Police Superintendent Andy Greatwood said.
After his brother alerted 'authorities, police trackers found the
former miner sitting under a tree on Tuesday morning 15
kilometers(9
miles) from where he became lost.
"He just spent the last two days under a tree eating black ants and
that sustained him," Greatwood said. "When we found him, he was
extremely dehydrated, disoriented and basically delusional."
A paramedic immediately gave Foggerdy intravenous fluid and he
recovered quickly.
"The good news is he was sitting up and talking," Greatwood said.
Foggerdy was airlifted by the Royal Flying Doctor Service to the
Kalgoorlie Hospital. He was admitted in stable condition, hospital
spokesman Peter Cogan said.
The brothers had been driving back to their camp 170 kilometers
(110 miles) east of the nearest town,Laverton, after a day's hunting
when Foggedy went missing, wearing only a T-shirt, shorts, a cap
and flip flops. Temperatures reached up to 37 degrees Celsius (99
degrees Fahrenheit). Greatwood said.
Greatwood would not speculate on how much longer Foggerdy
could have survived...
"It was probably good will and a miracle that he survived as long
as he did under those conditions with no water," Greatwood said.
Foggerdy's wife Arlyn said she cried when she heard he had been
found alive.
"How you can survive without water and food is a miracle," she
said.
Camels were brought to Australia in the 19th century as pack animals to pioneer the island continent's dry interior. Hundreds of thousands of feral camels now run wild in remote regions.•

Glen Roberts/WA Police via AP
In this photo released by West Australia Police media unit, a West Australia Tactical Response Unit officer tends to Reginald
George Foggerdy after he was found in an area about 170km east of Laverton, Western Australia, Tuesday, Oct. 13, 2015.
Foggerdy had been on a hunting trip with a family member near Lake Ransom Road, when he went missing on Oct. 7, 2015.

All about Ivanka:

WASHINGTON(AP) — Six-year-old Ivanka Trump was furious:
She'd gotten a Barbie for Christmas while her two brothers got
Legos and an Erector Set.
So she grabbed some super glue, locked the bedroom door and
built an unbreakable Lego model of Trump Tower.
"My father, in scolding me, was never so proud," she recounted
years later.
That headstrong little girl is now a trusted political adviser to her
father, and a willowy walldr g advertisement for her own line of
jewelry, clothing, shoes and more, as well as a power player in the
Trump real estate empire.
She's the rare executive vice president whose skill set includes an
ability to walk the job on a construction site in stilettos.
Cif you do,rp," she once warned, "you better be able to walk
wittiest teach dramseproesetitrg)
Her father, by contrast, is the very definition of drama — in his
presidential campaign, with his three marriages and in his brash
approach to life.
Ivanka Trump's speech is as measured as her father's is unrestrained. Her Instagram, Facebook and Pinterest accounts project
an oh-so-curated image that is equal parts fashionista, doting mother, corporate deal-maker and cheerleader for her hashtagged cause,
#WomenWhoWork.
Sometimes she achieves harmonic convergence.
For example, her back-to-school photo on IvankaTrump.com documenting the contents of daughter Arabella's preschool backpack. It
included the 4-year-old's "favorite Ivanka Trump sandals."
As for politics, Trump, 33, plays down her influence in her
father's quest for the White House.
But Donald Trump volunteers Ivanka's name when asked whose
advice he values. It was Ivanka who introduced her father when he
announced his campaign for president. It was Ivanka who huddled
with him during the breaks when the Republican debates heated up.
"She's got great sensibility," he says, with obvious admiration.
In one debate, he even suggested her for a place on the $10 bill
(with Rosa Parks as an alternative.) And, years ago, there was the
time when he complimented her figure and joked that if she
"weren't my daughter, perhaps I'd be dating her."
Ivanka Trump declined to be interviewed and her father's campaign declined to define what she's doing for the campaign. But a
person familiar with their interactions, who spoke on condition of
anonymity because discussion of internal conversations was not
authorized, says Ivanka has helped with campaign messaging and
helped develop her father's tax plan.
When he was criticized for making derogatory remarks about
women,he pushed back with a testimonial of sorts from Ivanka and
his current wife, Melania. Both, he says, have attested to his "great
respect for women."
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FRIDAY,OCT.23
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Call today to schedule
your appointment

270-753-8055

We will continue to strive to give you the service and quality that you have come to expect
from all of us at Gilliam Thompson Furniture!! We lookforward to serving you in the
many years to come!!
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OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE
BASKETBALL MEDIA DAY

KHSAA GIRLS SOCCER REGION 1 TOURNAMENT
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DAVE WINDER / MSU Sports Information
Murray State men's basketball head coach Matt McMahon
speaks to a reporter during the Ohio Valley Conference Basketball Media Day on Tuesday at the Sheraton Music City Hotel in
Nashville, Tenn.

McMahon,Cross
preparing MSU
for hoops season
Coaches provide insight at Media Day
league's regular season championship.
Jeffery Moss, a 6-foot-4 seNASHVILLE, Tenn. — nior forward, was the only RacMurray State men's coach Matt er who landed on the Preseason
McMahon and Racers women's All-OVC Team.
coach Rob Cross shared some
Moss, Wayne Langston and
thoughts of their respective Justin Seymour have emerged as
teams Tuesday at the Ohio Val- the leaders for MSU.
ley Conference Basketball Me"All three of those guys have
dia Day at the Sheraton Music grown as leaders during the last
City Hotel.
six months and we need them to
continue to do that," McMahon
Murray State men
said. "They are far from a finMcMahon comes into his first ished product in that area but I
season as MSU's head coach, am very pleased with their desucceeding Steve Prohm, who velopment. They are the guys
departed to become the head who have proven they have had
success at this level. They have
coach at Iowa State.
The Racers went 29-6 over- done a nice job setting the examall and 16-0 in the OVC,losing ple for our newcomers."
the league tournament title game
McMahon believes many
tin a last-second shot before ad- players will make a big impact
Sancing to the National Invita- for the Racers.
:ion Tournament.
"I hope we will see a bunch
With Murray State picked of impact players. From a newA win the OVC West Division comer standpoint, I would start
Tind to finish second overall in with our two Division I trans)iie league, McMahon isn't con- fers who sat out last season in
5emed about preseason predic- Damarcus Croaker (Texas) and
:ions.
Gee McGhee (Chattanooga).
"I really don't care or really Both of them are very talented,"
:even think about it," McMahon McMahon said. "Gee has provsaid. "Our whole focus every en production at the Division I
single day is building the best level being a double-digit scorer
team we can. We only have three at Chattanooga. Demarcus is an
players (returning) who played NBA-level athlete who we really
significant minutes in a Murray want with a lot of confidence."
State jersey. That's fine. We're
McMahon said junior college
trying to fast-track that team transfers Bryce Jones, AJ. Patchemistry and really teach all of ty and Brion Sanchious are also
our newcomers what the Murray players who could make an imState culture is all about. It's not mediate impact for MSU.
a slight to any other team. Our
Murray State women
focus has always been on Murray State."
Cross, who enters his eighth
Belmont was selected in a season at Murray State, guided
poll of OVC coaches and sports
information directors to win the
111 See Page 12A
By JEFF AREM
Sports Editor

Racer Mania set
to kickoff year
Thursday at CFSB
MSU teams have scrimmage for fans
Staff Report
The annual event, Racer
Mania gives fans of all ages a
first look at the Racer men's
and women's basketball teams.
Doors to the CFSB Center open
at 6:30 p.m. and admission is
free.
The event features glow in the
dark introductions of both teams
and a scrimmage. Fans will also
be able to get autographs from
the Racer student-athletes on the
official 2015-16 schedule posters. A dunk contest will also take
place.
MSU's Spirit Groups and
Dunker will perform.
Fans that have already orr-dered season tickets can pick
;those up. If not, the tickets will
:be mailed to them. Fans can pur::chase tickets during the evening

as well.
The MSU promotions team
will be on hand with plenty of
chances for fans to win part of
$2.000 in giveaways.
The night also has $1 hotdogs
and drinks.
Children age 12 and under
will also have the chance to join
the Junior Racers club. Membership is $5 for the first child and
$5 for each additional child in
the household.
The season is just around
the corner as the men's team
plays an exhibition game at the
CFSB Center (Nov. 5) against
Freed-Hardeman at 7 p.m.. The
regular season opener is a double-header (Nov. 13) when the
women's team hosts Oakland
City at 5 p.m. and the men's
team takes on Harris-Stowe at 7
p.m.

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
Murray High's Alex Pologruto controls the ball against Paducah St. Mary's Maddie Cook during a Region 1 Tournament semifinal match Tuesday at the Mallary France Soccer Complex.

MHS back in Region 1 title match after 8-0 win
By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter
After a convincing 13-0 victory during
the All-A Classic in September that took all
of 40 minutes, the Murray High Lady Tigers were hoping to put the St. Mary Lady
Vikings away with time to spare in a Region
1 Tournament semifinal match Tuesday.
The Lady Vikings, however, had other
intentions. St. Mary went the distance, but
the Lady Tigers defended their home field
with a convincing 8-0 victory over the Lady
Vikings at the Mallary France Soccer Complex.
Though Murray High held control
throughout, it had to rebound from a slow
first half to finish out the way they wanted.
"The biggest thing for me is, it just
didn't look like we had any energy," head
coach Shauna Traylor said. "It was one of
those things that, we've played this team
before. They're not the most talented team,
but they have a well-put together team and

they have a great coach. They did pack it in,
so that made it harder for us to score, but
the effort wasn't there. We had no energy
at all. I told them, you've beaten out teams
and they've beaten out teams. They're here
and you have to beat them in order to move
on.
The Lady Tigers had their abundance
of chances early, but their first eight shots
were altered or missed. Still. the Lady Tigers remained in control of the match. A
Anytime St. Mary cleared the ball, Murray High got it right back. The Lady Vikings resided in packing the box defensively while goalkeeper Brianna Doran kept
the match scoreless early, but her 23 saves
wouldn't be enough to make up for the lack
of offense.
Finally, Pologruto broke free in the 13th
minute, punting it in past Doran for a 1-0
lead. The rest of the half belonged to Lydia
Grogan. She converted a shot from 15 yards
out in the 22nd for a 2-0 lead.
In the 33rd, she did it again, this time

from a greater distance to take the lead 3-0
heading into the half. Still, Traylor wasn't
satisfied.
"I want them to just have fun and play
simple," Traylor said. "In the first half,
they weren't having fun. I feel like we
were trying to do too much and,sometimes
teams do that. You can make it fun by having good passes and having good finished
and I think it made them enjoy it more in
the circumstances."
The second half was more along the
lines of what Traylor wants to see on Thursday. The Lady Tiger's offensive firepower
spoke for itself.
Dominating the match with 41 shots,
Murray High scored four goals in an
11-minute span to blow the match wide
open. Grogan capped off her hat trick in
the 41st for a 4-0 edge, then Parker Greer
connected two plays later on a timely assist
from Pologruto to make it 5-0.

•See Page 11A

ALCS GAME 3: NEW YORK 5, CHICAGO 2

Mets top Cubs for 3-0 series lead
Murphy ties record with home run in his fifth consecutive playoff game
The Associated Press
CHICAGO — Maybe somebody can stop Daniel Murphy
and solve these young New
York Mets aces.
Sure hasn't happened so far
in the playoffs.
Murphy homered in his record-tying fifth straight postseason game, Jacob deGrom
pitched seven strong innings
and the Mets beat the Chicago
Cubs 5-2 Tuesday night for a
3-0 lead in the NL Championship Series.
A cluster of New York fans
gathered in the rain behind their
team's dugout after the final out
and chanted "Let's go, Mets!"
And with a win Wednesday
night at Wrigley Field,the Mets
will be going to their first World
Series in 15 years.
Rookie Steven Matz gets
the start for the Mets in Game
4 while Jason Hammel goes for
the Cubs.
"Being up 3-0, we're very,
very fortunate, because the
Cubs have played great," manager Terry Collins said. "We've
got to come out tomorrow and
Steven Matz has got to give us
a game."

AP Photo
New York's Daniel Murphy (28) is congratulated by manager
Terry Collins after Game 3 of the National League Championship Series against Chicago on Tuesday in Chicago.
After going 0-7 against the
Cubs during the regular season, New York is overpowering
them with their arms and bats.
Yoenis Cespedes and David Wright each had three hits
for the Mets. Cespedes scored
the go-ahead run on a two-out
wild pitch by Trevor Cahill on

a strikeout of Michael Conforto
in the sixth inning.
Murphy tied the mark set
by Houston's Carlos Beltran
in 2004 with his drive off Kyle
Hen4ricks in the third.
DeGrom followed up dominant starts by Matt Harvey
and Noah Svndemard in New
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York with one of his own. The
NL Rookie of the Year held the
Cubs' big bats to just two runs
and four hits. He struck out seven, walked one and retired his
final 11 batters.
The righty with the flowing
hair improved to 3-0 in his first
postseason, with all of the wins
coming on the road. Jeurys Familia closed for his fifth save of
the postseason.
Kyle Schwarber had qie
towel-waving crowd shaking
101-year old Wrigley Field to
its foundation in the first inning
with his club-record fifth homer
of the postseason. Jorge Soler
also had them roaring with his
solo drive in the fourth. But
manager Joe Maddon's Cubs
have just five runs in this series.
Barring an epic comeback, a
World Series drought that dates
to 1908 will continue. Only one
other team has won a playoff
series after dropping the first
three games.
Theo Epstein's Red Sox
came back against the New
York Yankees in the 2004 AL
Championship Series and ultimately ended one long chain•See Page 11A
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ALCS: KANSAS CITY 14, TORONTO 2

Relentless Royals
one win away from
World Series return
The Associated Press
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TORONTO — Whether it's a
long ball by Ben Zobrist,a slashing single from Lorenzo Cain or
another exhilarating trip around
the bases for Alcides Escobar,
these Kansas City Royals are
relentless — and one win from
a return trip to the World Series.
Zobrist hit a two-run homer
on knuckleballer R.A. Dickey's
fourth pitch of the game, Alex
Rios connected an inning later
against his former team and the
Royals romped past the Toronto Blue Jays 14-2 Tuesday for a
3-1 lead in the American League
Championship Series.
"We're very confident," Rios
said. "We have a very well-balanced team from top to bottom."
Cain scored on a passed ball
and Mike Moustakas had a sacrifice fly in an LCS-record fourrun top ofThe fits" t.
Escobar had four RBIs and
Cain drove in three runs as the
Royals bounced back from an
11-8 loss Monday. Kansas City
led 5-2 in the seventh before
breaking away.
Blue Jays infielder Cliff Pennington relieved in the ninth
inning, becoming the first primarily position player to pitch
in the postseason, STATS said.
Greeted by cheers, he allowed
two hits and got one out.
"The circumstances aren't
what you want," Pennington of
his first pitct: appearance.
ran win te-petv
- Kansas
nant Wednesday, when Edinson
Volquez starts against Toronto's
Marco Estrada in a Game I rematch.
"It's a do-or-die game for us,"
Toronto manager John Gibbons
said. "But they do it all year. I
think these guys will let this one
go and they'll show up to play
tomorrow. ... I know these guys
will be ready."
After flashing power to build
a 5-0 lead on the long ball, the
Royals returned to their pesky
ways late in the game against the
Blue Jays' struggling bullpen.
They scored nine runs with three
more sacrifice flies, a barrage of
slashing hits and heads-up baserunning.
"We're a good offensive
team," first baseman Eric Hosmer said. "Our park, our style
of play is a little different. We
like to use our legs and be athletic, but when we come to some
of these parks where the fences
aren't as deep we've got some
guys that can put the ball in the
seats."
Blue Jays fans had seen
enough after Cain's two-run single in the eighth, turning their
ever-optimistic cheers to jeers
when Mark Lowe replaced Ryan
Tepera.
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The 36-year-old Chris Young
bested Dickey, 40, in a bookish
matchup of veteran starters —
only the pairing of the Yankees'
Randy Johnson and Detroit's
Kenny Rogers in the 2006 ALDS
tops the duo for combined age.
But just like his counterpart's
effort in Game 4 of the Division
Series against Texas, the 6-foot10 Young was lifted one out shy
of qualifying for a victory when
Ned Yost went to his bullpen
with a runner on first with two
outs in the fifth. Yost wasn't
willing to take any chances
against Josh Donaldson, who already had an RBI double.
"It's not about personal
stuff," Young said. "It's just
feels great to contribute to such
a great team win."
Dickey never had a chance to
get that first playoff victory in a
13-year big league career.
Escobar got a hit leading off
for the fourth straight game,
starting this one with a bunt
down the third-base line. Zobrist
connected for his first homer of
the ALCS.
Rios homered in the second
for a 5-0 lead. Booed all series
by his old fans, he didn't get any
extra satisfaction out of the hit.
"It's just another team we
have to go out and beat," Rios
said.
After Dickey hit Escobar
with a pitch — a call that needed
replay review to get it right —
he walked Cain one out later and
--was done after 2-3 innings.
Young used that steep arm
angle to outwit the powerful
Jays, who were 53-28 at home in
the regular season but just 11-14
with the roof closed — which it
was Tuesday.
He held them hitless until
Ryan Goins' one-out single in
the third. Donaldson drove him
home with a ground-rule double
down the left-field line on an 83
mph slider. Jose Bautista added
/an RBI grounder to close the gap
to 5-2 and get those white towels
twirling at Rogers Centre.
But Luke Hochevar, Ryan
Madson, Kelvin Herrera and
Franklin Morales shut down the
Blue Jays the rest of the way.
Kansas City's four-spot in
the seventh to made it 9-2. Escobar and Hosmer had sacrifice
flies to deep center, Cain singled
to extend his postseason hitting
streak to 13 games and Alex
Gordon scored on Tepera's wild
pitch.
Cain hit a two-run single in
the eighth, and Escobar drove in
two off Pennington in the ninth.
"We feel good. We like the
way we're playing right now,"
Royals manager Ned Yost said.
"Our offense has been really, really good." II

Olivia Butterworth scooted
right through the middle m the
48th to bloater the lead to 6-0
before Charming Foster capped
off the hot streak in the 51st with
her fourth goal of the season in
just three matches, on a nasty
crossover just outside the box._.
Up 7-0 with the match in
hand, Ryann Neisen seized an
opportunity in the 57th minute
near the right side for her third
goal of the year, clinching a Regional Championship spot for
the Lady Tigers with 15 minutes
left to burn on the clock.
"I wanted to rest some of my
older girls and get some of my
younger girls out there. Some
have never even played a varsity
match. It's huge for them now
to say that they've played in regionals. It's awesome. I wanted
St. Mary to enjoy that game and
go out with a full game."
With the win, Murray High
punched their ticket to the Region 1 Tournament championship match at 6 p.m. Thursday,
when it hosts Graves County,the
DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
team the Lady Tigers beat 8-0 in
Murray High's Linda Arkalian deflects the ball against Paducah St. Mary's Emily Meredith during the district championship match.
a Region 1 Tournament semifinal match Tuesday at the Mallary France Soccer Complex.

NCAA MEN'S BASKETBALL

Escort: How could Cardinals'
Pitino not know of sex parties?
The Associated Press

this month,"Breaking Cardinal
Rules: Basketball and the EsLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) cort Queen," Powell spoke with
— Escort Katina Powell broke ESPN's "Outside the Lines,"
her silence on Tuesday, saying part of which was aired on the
she has no proof that Louis- ABC morning show and all day
ville men's basketball coach on the sports network. PowRick Pitino knew that a former ell said that the coach had to
Cardinals staffer hired her and be aware of some of 22 shows
other dancers to strip and have she alleges that former staffer
sex with former recruits and Andre McGee paid her for that
players.
took place in Billy Minardi Hall
But Powell said in an inter- from 2010-14.
view initially aired on ABC's
Pitino has denied knowledge
"Good Morning America" that of the activities that Powell alwith "a boatload" of recruits leges in her book.
and dancers, "loud music, alFormer -Cardinals recruit
cohol, security, cameras"- in a.-t 4Quan •Lyli,- now an- Ohio
campus dormitory,"how could State freshman, has confirmed
Rick not know?"
the "gist of allegations" detailed
In her first interview since in Powell's book during a meetthe release of her book earlier ing earlier this month with the

another room, and her and the
recruit would do what they did
behind closed doors."
McGee left Louisville in
2014 to become an assistant
at Missouri-Kansas City. The
school placed him on paid administrative leave on Oct. 2
when the allegations surfaced
and said it is taking them seriously.
Louisville men's basketball
spokesman Kenny Klein said
in a text message Tuesday that
"to preserve the integrity of the
review process, the university
will withhold comment on any
details until the review is concluded."
No one answered at Powell's
home Tuesday afternoon. II

•NLCS...
From Page 10A
onship curse. Now, the team
he constructed in Chicago,
that stirred the imaginations
of long-suffering fans, finds
itself in a similar spot.
"Of course you think
about those things, you think
about the parallels, think
about the fact that that happened against a New York
team," Maddon said. "We
think about all that stuff, but
it's up to us to go out and play
and execute."
Cespedes broke a 2-all tie
when he led off the sixth with
a single against Cahill and
scored from third with two
out as Conforto swung at a
2-2 pitch in the dirt. The ball
rolled to the backstop, allowing the runner to reach first
and extending the inning.
Cordon° was forced to
stay at third when Wilmer
Flores' drive rolled to the
ivy in right field was called a
ground-rule double.
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NCAA, CBS Sports reported.
OSU confirmed that Lyle spoke
with the NCAA.
Powell alleges that McGee,
who played for Louisville before becoming a graduate assistant coach and director of men's
basketball operations, paid her
$10,000 for the 22 shows. The
dancers included Powell, her
three daughters and other women, according to the book.
"Andre would come to me
and tell me what girl the recruit
wanted," Powell said Tuesday
morning in the broadcast of the
ESPN interview, "and I would
tell the girl. She would say
her price. I would tell him, he
would say, 'OK', give me the
money. That was just it.
"He would take them into
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Belmont men voted preseason favorite in OVC
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Murray State women;s basketball head coach Rob Cross speaks to reporters during the Ohio Valley Conference Basketball
Media Day on Tuesday at the Sheraton Music City Hotel in Nashville, Tenn.
the conference in
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act same thing. What matters is
what you do during the season.
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Former Racer Keiona Kirby returns to Murray State in
2015-16 as a graduate assistant.
Cross believes her work ethic
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HELP WANTED
The Murray Ledger & Times'Printing and
Post Print Department is growing fast!

ethic.

We

have

who played

eight

with

her

last season who return for us,"
Cross said. "They know what
she did as a player. So, when
she demands it from them,they
will have to respond because
they respect what she did." II

NASHVILLE, Tenn - SIIJ Edwardsville has
been pocked to win the 2015-16 Ohio Valley Conference women's basketball title in a preseason
poll of the league's head coaches and sports information directors.
The Cougars earned 226 points, including
10 first-place votes, while UT Martin is selected
to finish second with 213 points garnering 10
first-place nods. Belmont pocked up three firstplace votes and 202 ponts Jacksonville State
was selected to finish fourth with 176 points
while Tennessee State rounds out the top five
earning one first-place vote and 168 points.
Eastern Kentucky was picked to finish sixth with
122 points whole Morehead State was selected
to finish seventh with 111 points. Rounding out
the poll were Austin Peay (109), Eastern Illinois
(88), Murray State 71), Tennessee Tech )62) and
Southeast Missouri (33).
SIL) Edwardsvile Cougars
Slut is coming oft a season in which it went
19-12 overall and 13-3 in the INC an route to
finishing second The Cougars earned the No 2
seed in the (NC Tournament and fell to Tennessee State in the semifinals.
Paula Buscher enters her fourth season
as the helm of the Cougars and will have four
starters back from last year's squad. Among the
starters returning are rectshirt senior Shronda
Butts, who was named the 21)15-16 INC Preseason Player of the Year after averaging 15.6
points and 3.2 assists to rank among league
leaders. Sophomore forward./center Gwen Adams is also back this season after starting 29
of the 31 games she played last year Adams
recorded 11.1 points arid 6.4 rebounds per game
in 2014-15
UT Martin Skyhawks
UT Martin went 22-11 overall and 16-0 in
the INC to win its fourth INC regular-season title. The Skyhawks became the sixth OVC team to
go undefeated in league play and rust the second
squad to post a 16-0 conference mark.
UT Martin fell to Tennessee State in the OVC
Championship game in overtime. The Skyhawks
earned the league's automatic bid to the WHIT
tournament and lost to Ole Miss in the rest
round.
Kevin McMillan, the reigning OVC Coach of
the Year. enters his seventh season as the head
coach at UT Martin and will have three starters
back from last year's team along with 10 newcomers.
Among the players returning is redshirt
junior guard Jessy Ward, who is the team's lop
returning scorer as she put up 10.9 points per
game last year. Ward also recorded 73 rebounds,
74 assists and 35 steals in 2014-15. Senior Katie
Schubert will also be coming back this season
after recording 7.1 points and 4.2 rebounds each
time out last year.
Belmont Bruins
Belmont finished in a fourth-place tie last
year after going 14-17 overall and 10-6 in the
INC. The Bruins earned the No. 4 seed in last
year's(NC Tournament and fell to No. 1 seed UT
Martin in the semifinals.
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Head coach Cameron Newbauer enters his
third year with Belmont and will have junior
forward Franker Joubran and sophomore center
Sally McCabe back from last year's team.
Joubran is the Bruins top returning scorer
after recording 11 0 points per game last season She also brought down 88 boards each
time out. McCabe played in all 31 games for
Belmont, recording 8.8 points and 5 6 rebounds
each time out as a freshman
Important Dates
The 2015-16 regular-season begins on Nov.
13 with conference play starting Dec. 31. Nine
different teams have won a regular-season title
with Tennessee Tech leading the way with 18.
2015-16 OVC Preseason Poll
1. Ski Edwardsville (10 first-place votes)
226; 2. Ift Martin (10) 213, 3 Belmont (3) 202;
4. Jacksonville State 176: 5 Tennessee State
(1) 168: 6. Eastern Kentucky 122; 7 Morehead
State 111, 8. Austin Peay 109; 9. Eastern Illinois
88; 10, Murray State 71, 11. Tennessee Tech 62,
12. Southeast Missoun 33. NOTE: Schools were
not allowed to rank their own team. 11 points
awarded for a first-place vote. 10 for second, etc.
Butts tabbed as Preseason Player of the Yew
The 2015-16 Preseason All-OVC Women's
Basketball Team is headlined by Sal Edwardsville redshirt senior guard Shronda Butts, who
was selected as the Preseason Player of the Year
after earning All-OVC first team and All-Newcomer honors last year.
The preseason squad features players from
nine different teams Eastern Kentucky is the
only team that has multiple selections. Austin
Peay. Belmont, Jacksonville State. Morehead
State, Murray State, Salt. Tennessee Tech and
UT Martin each have one honoree
Butts was an All-OVC first team and
All-Newcomer pick last year. The Des Moines,
Iowa, native led the Cougars and ranked among
league leaders with 15.6 points and 32 assists
per game in 2914-15 She was also second on
the team and in the OVC with an 81 7 free throw
percentage. Butts made 45,0 percent of her field
goal attempts while also recording 35 steals.
Earning Preseason All-INC honors this year
after being named to the All-OVC teams last season were Austin Peay's Tiasha Gray (21.2 points,
6.1 rebounds), Eastern Kentucky's Shameekia
Murray (14.0 points. 46.4 PG percentage), Jacksonville State's Destany Main (12.4 points, 7.0
rebounds) and Tennessee Tech's Samaria Howard (15.8 points, 5.8 rebounds).
Rounding out the preseason squad are
Belmont's Sally McCabe (8.8 points, 5.6 rebounds), Eastern Kentucky's Michaele Hunter
(14.8 points, 6.3 rebounds), Morehead State's
Shay Steele (13.8 points, 6.1 rebounds), Murray
State's Ke'Shunan James (15.4 points, 6.5 rebounds)and UT Martin's Jessy Ward (10.9 points,
40.2 PG percentage).
2015-18 Preseason All-OVC Team
Tiashe Gray, Austin Peay; Shronda Butts, SIU
Edwardsville; Destany McLin, Jacksonville State;
Samaria Howard, Tennessee Tech; Shameekia Murray, Eastern Kentucky; Michaele Hunter,
Eastern Kentucky; Ke'Shunan James, Murray
State: Shay Steele, Morehead State; Sally McCabe, Belmont; Jessy Ward, UT Martin.

BASIC WELDING COURSE
STARTING ON

November 2nd
Every Mon.&Tues. Night
from 5-8 pm
through November 30th.`
Cost is $275.
24-Hour Course For Individuals Interested In:
> Gas Metal Arc Welding (mig)
> Oxyfuel Cutting
> Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (tig)
> Shielded Metal
Plasma Arc Cutting
Arc Welding (stick)

Bradshaw named Preseason Player of the Year
The 2015-16 Preseason All-OVC Men's Basketball Team is headlined by Belmont senior
Craig Bradshaw who was named the (NC Preseason Player of the Year.
Bradshaw is the first Belmont player to be
tabbed Preseason Player of the Year since the
Bruins joined the league prior to the 2012-13
season.
Overall seven different schools were represented on the team with Belmont. Eastern
Illinois and LIT Martin having two selections
apiece while Austin Peay. Morehead State, Murray State and Southeast Missouri each had one
selection The squad features three players who.
were either first or second-team selections last
season and three players who were selected to
the 2014-15 OVC All-Newcomer Team. The team
is comprised of seven seniors, two juniors and
a sophomore.
Bradshaw was a first-team Ati-OVC selecbon last season in leading the Bruins to a share
of the Fast Division and he also cameo eic
All-Tournament honors after helping his teem to
its second OVC Tournament title in dna pan
Bradshaw averaged 18.3 points (third In the
(N),1.8 steals(seventh) and 3.1 assists (ninth)
while also hitting 42.3 percent from 3-point
range (sixth) and connecting on 2.7 3-pointers
made (second).
In addition to Bradshew the others who
were named All-OVC selections teat year were
Belmont Junior forward Evan Brad&(112 Mists,
7.2 rebounds, a Division I best 88.5 FG percentage) and Eastern Minis senior hangman Ole
Anderson (13.2 points, 4.9 rebounds). Andeneel
was also an A11-Newcomer Mek a year ago.
ThePreseason A.11-0VC Team is rounded out
by UT Martin senior guard Alex Anderson (12.5
points, 2.4 rebounds. 94 made 3-poIntsrs) and
senior forward Avyrnond Howard (13.6 points,
6.6 rebounds), Morehead State senior guard
Brent Arrington (11.1 points, 3.9 rebounds, 2.3
assists, 1.9 steals), Southeast Mean junior
guard Arrtonius Cleveland (10.8 points, 4.8 rebounds, 1.8 nista, Austin Peey eerier center
Chris Horton (13.1 points, 11.1 rebounds, 2.3
blocks), Erman Illinois sophomore peed Comae
Johnston (9.1 ponds. 4.7 assists, 51.9 percent
Preen 3-point range) and Munn State senior
forward Jeffery Moss (11.2 points, 3,8 rebounds,
2.2 assists).
2015-16 OVC Preseason Teem
Ales Anderson, UT Martin; Tree Anderson,
Eastern Illinois. Brent Arington, Morehead
State; Craig Bradshaw. Belmont Chris Horton,
Austin Pear Armond Howard, UT Martin. Jeffery Moes, Murrey State; Evan &adds, Belmont
Antonius Cleveland, Southeast Missouri; Cornell
Johnston, Eastern Illinois.
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Shown are staff members of the Stuart Poston Health & Wellness Center at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

MCCH Wellness Center celebrates 15 years
Special to The Ledger
The Center for Health &
Wellness will celebrate their fifteen-year anniversary with the
theme "Fifteen Years of Making
a Difference."
Anniversary Week will kick
off on Tuesday with chair massages. Throughout the entire
week members can bring a
friend to class, plus there will be
door prizes each day and a
reduced joining fee offered to
the community.
Another highlight includes an
opportunity for the public to celebrate Anniversary Week on
Friday, October 23 with several
free screenings that will be
offered by appointment. The
screenings available include
Blood Pressure, Heel Scan,
Pulmonary Function Test, Waist
Circumference and Body Mass
Index.
"I am so grateful that Stuart
Poston and the hospital board
had the vision to open such a
fantastic facility." Says Keena
Miller, Director of the Center
for Health and Wellness. "Our
services and programs are
designed with the member's
needs in mind. They tell us all
the time how the Wellness
Center has enhanced their physical, social and emotional well
being." Keena contributes the
continued success of the
Wellness Center to the professional staff and instructors.
The Center for Health and
Wellness was opened by
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital in 2000. The J. Stuart
Poston Center for Health and
Wellness enhances the continuum of care provided by MCCH
by providing comprehensive
health promotion, wellness and
rehabilitation services to the
region. Our programs include

United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
• Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
• Achieving preventative
health care and healthy
living

161„41TEDI

comprehensive lifestyle and fitness assessments; health, nutrition and fitness coaching by professional staff; and a variety of
activities designed with our
members' needs in mind.
Unlike most fitness centers,
the Center for Health and
Wellness is a medical fitness
facility. We consider the whole

SURGICAL TECHNICIAN WEEK OBSERVED: Recently, members of the Surgical
Technologist staff at Murray-Calloway County Hospital observed National Surgical Technician
Week. Shown are, from left, Nikki Bradley ST, Elaine Stuart CFA, Shirley Futrell ST, Stacy
Kinkead CFA, Amanda Helton CST, Marx Mannberger CST, Ashley Hale, ST Tracy Vickery,
CST, Christy Carraway CST, Beverly Roth ST, and Matt Phillips ST. Not Pictured: Jean!
Crawford CFA ST Surgical Technician, CST Certified Surgical Technician, and CFA Certified
First Assistant.

person when helping you establish and reach your personal
wellness goals. We can work
with your physician to develop a
safe and effective lifestyle
improvement plan.
Experience the Difference at
the Center for Health and
Wellness. For more information,
call 270-762-l348.•

American
Red Cross
Western Kentucky Chapter serving Calloway County
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MCCH recognizes Infectiontrevention Week Kentucky DPH reports
Special to The Ledger
To spread the message that everyone plays a role
in infection prevention, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is proud to support International
Infection Prevention Week (IIPW), which occurs
globally October 18-24.
"Patients and families play an important role in
infection prevention and we are proud to highlight
ways in which they can be engaged during
International Infection Prevention Week," says
Kathy Howard, Infection Control.
The 2015 IIPW theme is engaging patients and
families in the prevention of infections. Patients
and families play a critical role in preventing the
spread of infection.
MCCH has several initiatives they're putting in
place to promote the week to employees and the
community including an educational table set up
in the cafeteria, social media reminders about
hand washing, employee pledge signing, an educational quiz, awareness posters, and the opportu-

nity to win door prizes.
"The best way that patients, family and visitors
can help stop the spread of infections is by cleaning your hands and asking everyone around you to
do the same. Hand hygiene is critical in saving
lives," says Howard.
IIPW raises awareness of the role infection prevention plays to improve patient safety and promotes the belief that everyone plays a role in
infection prevention. Established in 1986 by
President Ronald Reagan, AP1C has spearheaded the annual effort to highlight the importance of
infection prevention among healthcare professionals, administrators, legislators, and consumers. It
is now formally recognized in many areas around
the world including the U.S., Australia, the United
Kingdom,the Middle East,and Southeast Asia. As
IIPW expands, more patients benefit from safer
healthcare practices and reduced threat of healthcare-associated infections. II

MSU grad New starts APRN practice at Mercy Primary Care
Special to the Ledger
Lourdes and Mercy Health are
pleased to welcome Darrell New
to his new role as Nurse
Practitioner (APRN) with the
office of Mercy Primary Care —
Paducah, the office of Dr.
Christopher Sperry and Nurse
Practitioner, Jamie Wilson.
Darrell
graduated
from
Murray State University and,
Walden
University
Minneapolis, Minnesota. He has
been with Lourdes for 19 years,
previously in the position of
Director of Clinical Services.

Mercy Primary Care —
Paducah offers a state-of-the-art
electronic medical record, which
provides MyChart for patients.
MyChart is a free online patient
portal which allows patients to
message their doctor, request
prescription refills, obtain lab
results online and access their
chart from home, work or on the
road.
Darrell started seeing patients
on Sept. 14. To schedule an
appointment, call 270-5385596.•

Darrell New

first two influenza cases
Special to The Ledger
tool we have to prevent illness.
The Kentucky Department for It's also extremely important to
Public Health(DPH)is reporting take simple preventive steps to
the first two laboratory-con- avoid it," said Stephanie
firmed influenza cases this Mayfield. M.D., commissioner
week, indicating the presence of of DPH.-You should also follow
flu circulating in Kentucky. The the advice your parents gave you
cases are from Jefferson and to prevent flu and other illnesses
Kenton counties.
that tend to circulate at this time
DPH officials report weekly to of year — wash your hands frethe Centers for Disease Control quently, cover your mouth when
and Prevention (CDC)as part of you cough or sneeze, and stay
statewide
flu
surveillance home when you're sick."
efforts. Kentucky's flu activity is
The best way to protect against
currently classified as "spo- the flu is to receive a flu vaccinaradic," the lowest level indicat- tion. The CDC Advisory
ing flu activity. The flu season in Committee on Immunization
Kentucky typically begins in Practices recommends flu vacOctober
Or
November. cine for all individuals 6 months
Kentuckians are encouraged to of age and older. People who are
get a flu vaccine as soon as their strongly encouraged to receive
health provider has vaccine in the flu vaccine because they may
stock, because it takes about two be at higher risk for complicaweeks for immunity to develop tions or negative consequences
and offer protection against the include:
flu. Vaccination can be given any
time during the flu season.
• Children age 6 months
Adequate supplies of flu vac- through 4 years;
cine are expected to be available
• Pregnant women;
for this year's season. However,
• People 50 years old or older;
it is advisable for Kentuckians to
• People aged 6 months and
check with their provider's older with chronic health proboffice, local health department lems;
or pharmacy first, to verify that
• People who live in nursing
they have vaccine on hand homes and other long-term care
before seeking vaccination.
• facilities;
"Getting the flu can be debili• Health care workers, housetating and sometimes life-threat- hold contacts and caregivers or
ening,and vaccination is the best people who live with a person at

for complications
high risk
from the flu; and
• Out-of-home caregivers of
children less than 6 months old.

FRESI

Kentuckians should receive a
new flu vaccination each season
for optimal protection. Healthy,
non-pregnant people aged 2
trough 49 years can be vaccinated with either the flu shot or
the nasal vaccine spray. Children
aged 6 months through 8 years
who have never received a previous seasonal flu vaccination or
have only received one flu vaccination in the past should receive
a second dose four or more
weeks after their first vaccination. Health professionals can
help determine if a child will
need two vaccinations against
flu this season, in order to provide the best protection.
Some high-dose flu vaccine
will again be available as an
option for persons aged 65 years
and older. A higher dose of antigen in the vaccine is designed to
create a stronger immune
response and provide better protection against the flu. However,
the CDC has not expressed a
preference for high-dose vaccine, so Kentuckians aged 65
and older are urged to receive
the regular dose vaccine if the
high dose vaccine is unavailable.
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‘1,

Nicki Peach
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•I 1".

$8.30 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Al/ 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• 35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

for all your
classified needs

The publisher maintains the right ti

Kellie Klessig
Murray Ledger & Times
Circulation Manager
for all your
Circulation needs

• cl or edit any submitted matter
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FRESH COUNTRY
SAUSAGE
SATURDAY
DOWNTOWN
FARMERS
MARKET
CORNER OF
5TH & MAPLE
STUBBLEFIELD
FARM
753-3187

Po

DUNKIN'
-7 3 COCONUTS'

Dunkin Donuts
is seeking a
Restaurant Manager
in Murray, KY! If you are
seeking a fast paced, fun
atmosphere, this would be a
great opportunity.
At least 2 years management
experience is required.
Please email all inquiries to:
bruce@teamdunkin.com
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Spring Creek Health Care Facility
State Registered Nursing Assistants
$12.00 per hour
Weekend Shifts

Papa Smurf
Storage

(liable as an

060
Help Wanted

Notice

THE 'Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Spring Creek Health Care Skilled
Nursing and Rehab Facility in Murray,
Ky. have immediate openings for
State Registered Nursing Assistants
to work the weekend shifts. Hours are
7a.m.-7p.m. or 7p.m-7a.m. Saturday and
Sunday. The pay is $12.00 per hour
with no benefits.
This is a great opportunity for college
students or if you want to make extra
money. If you are someone who has a
passion for helping others
please apply on-line at
www.murrayhospital.org
and click On employment opportunities.

SEMI/LOWBOY driver.
Tn-state area
270-210-2527
270-519-3444

'MURRAY
STA" UNIYMISTY

Help Wetted

Murray State
Dining Services 18
hiring Part-Time,
Umporary Staff,
20-25 hrsiwk.

Some prior foodservice experience is required,
also ability to work flexible schedule.
$7.54/hr minimum,
more possible depending on experience.
Send note of interest wiexpenence and contact
information to: Denise Windsor,
101 Currie Center, Murray, KY 42071
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.
LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS: Positions
available: Persons
needed to prepare
income tax returns.
Seasonal employment,
if you would like to
work through the cold
winter months. We will
train.
Call 270-753-9204
or if no answer call
270-703-5733
270-703-1303

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

TOMS Grille now hiring
for kitchen staff and
experienced
cooks.
Apply within.

ANTIQUE full size bed
$150.00. 6' wood display/storage unit with
five shelves. $50.00.
Cedar
chifferobe.
$50.00. 270-753-5310.
LOG splitter on trailer.
5'x10' HP. 15 ton, elec.
start &
alternator.
$750.00
270-227-1367.
SIDE by side refrigerator / freezer. Good condition. White - $300.
270-753-8744
Straw $3.50/ bale.
(270)753-4582,
270-227-7352
Vacuum cleaners, bags
& hoses.
Jerry's Sporting Goods
Mayfield, KY

Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

(270) 753-1713

Online or In Print
Check the Murras9
Ledger & Tim,es for all
sour updates!

Infinity Group is an equal opportunity employer
Post offer drug screen and
background check required.

WIDGER
&NES
Home Delivery
3 mo...............$30.00

6

Local Mail
3 mo..-----$30.00

6 me.
1 yr.--$105.00

Rest of KY/TN
(Pury,. a Buchman)
$40.00
3 mo.6 mo..-.....-$80.00
1 yr.-........$120.00
Check

AU Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 mo..
$96.00
6 mo..-I yr. ......

Money Order

Visa

M/C

'cal DONUTS'
Dunkin Donuts
now hiring for all shifts.
Looking for energetic and
friendly team members who
enjoy a fast paced
environment.
Please email all inquiries to:
bruce@teamdunkin.com

Name
St. Address
City

Back To The 70's
Zip

State

ETHAN Allen Buffet
Hutch $875 OBO Lift
Chair $500 OBO
270-816-4912
180
Lien & Garden

Manufactures in Murray Area.
Are you an individual that loves
working with your hands and
building a quality product?
If so, please email:
bsmith einf-grp.com
or call 270-767-2518

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

For online subscriptions go to: I
murrayledger.com

Boas4rn clyecVDoubie-grou
Convenient In town location!
Hours:Tues-Fn 8-4,Sat 8-12
51214'

La

200
Sports Equipment
Motorcycle helmets
'ackets, boots, saddlebags. Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield,KY
280
Mobile Homes For Rant
MOBILE home for rent
Nice, 2BR. No pets'
270-753-9866

In

CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY $100.00
PIM MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIER
ANVERTIZINO
FOR DETIULS
(270) 752-1010.

Jerry's Sporting Goods
Mayfield, KY
•Numchucks
'Throwing Stars
'Blow Guns
•Butterfly Knives
All the things mom wouldn't
let you have as a kid,

now you can!

Saks•AMAIN.•ildpn *phase

for your business!

Dean E Cherry, Managing Director-270-978-9946

Call NICK!PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-753-4109.
2BR 2BA, No pets. 406
Bambi Court North.
270-841-5653
2BR brick. Off street
parking. New floor, new
AC unit. No ' pets.
$445/rnonth.
270-293-6070.
2BR, 1BA duplex.
270-753-0259
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
TDD 1400-545-1833 ext 283

155

Assembly Workers &

-

STRANSWORLD
mAv

Mobile Home for
Rent?

Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times
270-753-1916

I

iruntvtaon oar, equal
provide,
and nnplover

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211
NICE
2
bedroom
Duplex, appliances NO
pets, 1yr lease.
270-227-7414
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

HOUSE FOR RENT-on
Cardinal
Drive,
2
BR/1Bath, All appliances incl. Stove,
Fridge, Washer, Dryer,
AC units. Water/Sewer
utility included, Big
Kitchen. Yearly lease
$565/month.
270-978-2589.

Nice 1BR IBA, C.H.A.
Washer arid dryer
hookup. 1 1/2 blocks
from campus. 1 pet.
References required.
$345 a month plus
deposit. 270-492-8069
270-970-8412

[ligleass For Rent
38R furnished lake
home. No pets.
References required
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
3BR house central H/A,
appliances. Work shop
- storage building.
$650/month. Hardin.
270-703-0549
28R, 1.5BA Town
house, no pets. $550.
270-293-5423.
HAZEL. 3BR, brick.
C/H/A. 270-492-8526

Annual Multi Family Yard Sale
605 S. 9th St.
Friday and Saturday
7:00am till 7
Name Brand clothing from infants to
adults, Lots and lots of bargains.

Estate of Tommy and Mary Jo
Mitchell Estate tYardsale
6702 Wadesboro Rd. Hardin Ky
Thursday- Friday-Saturday
7-5

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Huge amount of items!

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266

Public Sale

Auto Parts

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
Reel Estate

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

/90

720 S.4TH ST.
Caner of 121 S. & Glendale.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

480

410

Hours:
Mon, - Fri
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-12:00

Large 1BR IBA,
C.H.A. Washer and
dryer hookup. 1 1/2
blocks from campus.
1 pet. References
required. $345 a month
plus deposit. 270-4928069 270-970-8412
1BR, 1 1/2 blocks from
campus. 1 pet. $245 a
month, plus deposit.
References required.
270-492-8069
270-970-8412

$14R0 MIES

Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carport.
No
pets.
References . required.
Coleman RE
270-753-9898

10X10's & 10x15's
(270)436-2524

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

Houses For Rent

or at the front desk. Complete and mail them to

Infinity Group is hiring for

you

Arliciss
For Sale

160
Home Fumalings

Completed forms must be received by October 31, 2015

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Residential & Commercial
753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

150

Applications may be found online at

Library Director, 710 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

"AffliCtUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
270-753-3633

The Calloway County Public Library Board of Trustees
is now accepting applications for a Trustee Position.

Or email them to trustee @callowaycountylibrary.org

"ATTENTION SENIORS"
Annual Open Enrollment begings
October 15 thru December 7.
My Specialty: Medicare Advantage, Medicare
Supplements, and Part D drug plans.
For information contact
Ron Sallin- Local Agent *512946
Phone 270-210-2533

Want to Buy

WARD-ELKINS

http://www.callowaycountylibrary.org/employment.html

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, batteries, and all aluminum

Thank

605 E South 12th St

Let us hold your
„ resumes in our
44" blind P.O.Box
Murray Ledger &

OUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTNI

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
A.11 real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, whi.is makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion. sex, handicap, familial status or national origin, or mien'
boo to make any suds preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for reaf estate which
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P. Milam,(7031648-100a

Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
uk-)Ilandmotorsales
270-753-4461
1976 Tnumph Spitfire
43k miles. Very good
condition. Collector car.
Asking $8,000. 270293-9772

TkEAN-CUI4
W1.4 SERVICE

LANDSCAPING
MM. 0074110.4
001111TWMT•
01
,

MEI
Commerical Prop, For Rent

MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

[
111211ake Property
Retail or Office
Space
109-B N. 3rd Street
1,100 SQ. FT
(Formerly The Red
Bug-retail shop)
270-753-8964
3,700 square foot commercial building for
rent. $1,500 a month.
South 4th st. Murray,
KY. 270-759-4979 or
270-293-0251
Double Shop Bay

(270) 485-6122

2.6 Acres Lake Front
on Cyrpress Creek.
4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport
Driveways
&
All
Paved.
Walkways
270-293$439,900
4602

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
small.Handyman services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

R.0 Roofing & fencing.
All types Of roofs arid
fences.
New
and
New 2-4
repair. Prompt service,
Bedroom homes in
16 years experiente.
Riverfield Estates 270-227-9555 or 731SSG Real Property 247-5349
Professionals
'Handyman Services
293-7872
'Yard Work

Psts &Swan
Obedience
DOG
www.glendhenmere.co
270)436-2858.

HOUSE 1 Acre, 30x40
shop, east of town,
$15,000. Needs work.
270-227-9484

•Pressure Washing
•Home Repairs

Gary 270-227-0420
•
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FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trtmming
•Removal
•Stump Grinding
•Firewoc,d
•Insured
(270)489-2839

Look

R AN S
.NSPIIA
r.1%1111:4-
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270-2')3-4256

ANIS

Hill Appliance

1.1=f

Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill

•Harne inrvvvetneerIs
"980a KIIciven

MINI
STORAGE
thrill I

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
e Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

912 Whitnell Ave.

*Seal coating &

orywalL POWs.
Ina, Rood% Donn

(270)226-0194

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service_Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

Name:

.

Branch of Service:

40 yrs expenenCe
(270)759-0501

Number of Years Served:

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

270-436-5959

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Year Septic Needy
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, 8. Mulch
(270)293-8686

HONOR OUR mots THIS VETERANS DAY:

itx)ensoci-Insured

ghtrimarl.84 account
ePts•feihnitee
*Mew OlAngiee Lie

Service on all
major brands
Licensed & ineurd

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
••.

Rrr

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

H l'S WASTE
11,1‘\\(.1
NI

inlestrIsnemords1/11ssideistlal
lams C.Ilailloiere

• weekly & special pickups
• locally ownedioperated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Lawn Service
1._iA.0 Estimates

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

fie.ttunwl

(270) 759-0890

lteenced & Insured

if you've got It we can ttort It"

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

• Landscape design & maintenance
• Lawn care(mow,trim and leaf removal)
• Cleanup & outdoor projects

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

270-293-3406

270-753-2905

& DEBRIS REMOVAL
*Licensed &
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

Irrigation

ELECTRIC

Well Drilling
We//Pump Service
Residential &
Agricultural

Licensed &
Insured

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

270-293-3248

1
57

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Jousts
Remodeling & Plumbing

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

A.G.S. Well &

Concepts SudoKu

PO Box 1040, Wm*,1044011
Sudoku is a nurnber-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 god with
several given nurnbers The object is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Conceptts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

By Dave Green

29,6

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:

GARY W.DICK

partw.htIs*

;12SINGLE SPACE
SIS DOUBLE SPACE

SUDOKU

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
AL23nAKIla0J_Nalect

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

Phone:

MOLINE:NOV 4A1 NOON

Over 28 Years
Experience

GARLANli
RENTAL

61055QC:05
Asutheartote

Name of Payee:

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

270-293-5949
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work

Message:

8
39

1

2
7

Will Do Insurance Work
Vsa S MasterCard Acceeied

723
5

1 9 5
7
5
6 9 1 8 4

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com

Answer to previous puzzle

560
Free Column
FEMALE dog coon
hound mix, 16 months
old, spayed and updated shots. Needs large
space to run. Call 270293-1278
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Difficulty Level ***
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Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Oct. 22, 2015:
This year your zest for living marks your actions. You seem to be
more present in the moment. Your day-to-day life flourishes, especially as it becomes normal for you to be full of ideas. If you're in a
>'creative field, you are likely to create a piece of work to be proud of.
'If you are single, you could be pushing others away, as so many peo-pie express interest in being your significant other. Date, but don't
commit until that special person enters your life. If you are attached,
romance seems to flow. The two of you will make a positive decision
about your relationship. AQUARIUS makes you smile.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

raveRge Pall Recipe le be Pealuzed IN GM
Send completed card above or your own card to

LEbGER
&TIMES

No purchase
necessarYt

PO Box 1040 Murra KY 42071

Call Nicki Today
Let me Advertise your...
SMALL BUSINESS
OR
HOME FOR SALE
270-753-1916

x1
x1.5

HOOCH:
Mastiff Mix • Adult•
Male

BOONE
Rat Terrier.
Male

SHELTER HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at(270)759-4141
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ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You'll remain focused on an achievement that's about to happen. You often use your unpredictability to promote important causes. You might feel pressured by a higher-up or someone you care a
lot about. Take time to relax. Tonight: Where your friends are.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You continue to take charge of a matter and carry it to fulfillment. You:II be willing to work carefully to achieve this goal, even
though some of the steps you need to take seem silly or petty. Take
stock of your energy levels in the afternoon. Tonight: Do something
just for you.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Detach and take a complete overview of what is happening around you. You could be surprised by the difference in your perspective once you create some distance. Your imagination is likely to
create exactly what you want. Tonight: Consider starting your weekend early.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You could be surprised by the behavior of someone who often
appears to be dignified. Defer to others if you're feeling confused or
tired. If you feel lucky, buy a lottery ticket. Be careful with wild risktaking! Tonight: Go along with someone else's desire.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Your ability to initiate might not have the impact it normally
does. Others seem to be quicker at taking action right now. Don't
worry; you won't be excluded. You could choose to create some
uproar if you want more control, but it would not be wise. Tonight: All
smiles.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Curb a tendency to go overboard. A partner could surprise
you, as he or she will act in an unexpected way. Don't try to control
a child or loved one. You can choose only your own path; let this person decide which way is best for him or her. Tonight: Clear out an
errand.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Your ingenuity seems to make others demand less, which
allows you to complete a project. Avoid working from home, as there
could be a collision of wills. Refuse to get into a spat or power play;
that type of interaction won't be helpful. Tonight: Let the kid in you
out.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You could be too tired for words. You might want to understand where a family member is coming from. This person might be
asking for one thing, but really wants another. Refuse to have an
argument. Be patient. Tonight: Get some extra R and R before the
weekend.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Speak your mind, and get past a problem by having a discussion. The unexpected could occur when you focus on a creative
project or a new friend. Open up to greater give-and-take with friends
and associates. Tonight: Let your hair down, and start the weekend
early.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Curb any spending until you have more facts about an expenditure. You might want to do some price comparison as well as make
sure your checkbook is balanced. You will want to spruce up your
professional or community image. Tonight: A must appearance.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Use today to the max. You are likely to receive positive
responses, with the exception of one person who generally is quite
controlling. Detach from a heated situation, and avoid frivolous
squabbles. This matter will calm down given time. Tonight: Head out
for live music.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Follow your instincts. As you test the water, you might want to
maintain a low profile. Be careful with your funds. You easily could
miscount your change or make a mistake somewhere in your budget. Don't forget to reach out for a loved one. Tonight: Feel free to do
nothing.
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Ex-wife of cheater seeks a
way to cope with anger

Ten years ago
Pictured is Samantha Hogsed as
S'portable Scoreboards Inc. she assisted on the winning goal as
recently donated three illuminated Murray captured the Second
marquee signs to local schools. District Tournament championship
Recipients were East Calloway
with a 2-1 win over Marshall
Elementary
School,
Murray County.
Elementary School and Murray
Thirty years ago
Middle School.
Twenty-five seventh graders at
The United Way of Murray and Murray Middle School qualified to
Calloway County unveiled its new
participate in the academic talent
goal total sign recently at the corner identification search sponsored by
of 12th and Chestnut streets. The Duke University. The students
sign replaced the old "thermome- ranked in the 97 percentile or above
ter" type design and was furnished in the Kentucky Essential Skills
by S'portable Scoreboards and the Test. Pictured are Karen Mikulcik,
site is provided by BB&T Bank. Brook Scarborough, Leigh Ann
Shown by the new board are Greg Carter, Leigh Nesbitt, Leigh
Dowdy of S'portable Scoreboards, Stickler, Allison Ward, Tamer
Peggy Billington,executive director Selim, Beth Wilson, Katherine
of the local United Way; Chad Oakley, Kim Sexton, Aimee
Stubblefield of BB&T; Keith Travis Thornton, Andrea Rose, Kathy
Murray-Calloway
of
County Stockton, Daniel Cohen, Greg
Hospital and this year's United Way Milton, Holly Blalock, Emily
Campaign Chair and Shawn DeBoer, Susan Barnett, Jennifer
Reynolds of BB&T.
Fairbanks, Rachel Greer, John
Senior members of the Calloway Dailey, Scott Andrus, Joey Bazzell,
County High School Band perform- Chris Portner, Doug Payne and
ing in state competition this week- Shannon Hazier.
end are Courtney Stevens, Heather
Forty years ago
Collins, Lindsey Smith, Peggy
A tobacco barn being used by
Wyatt, JoLynne Okerson, Dustin Ralph Carraway and containing 950
Wilson, Josh Byrne, Reghan sticks of tobacco burned on Oct. 20.
Johnson, Steven Kraft, Ashley The barn was owned by Minnie
Williams, Casey Dougherty and Craig.
Kyle Rogers.
Fifty years ago
Twenty years ago
Dr. and Mrs. A.H. 'Titsworth will
Marilyn Chatman, president-elect attend the Third International
of the local chapter of the American Dental Congress at Mexico City,
Heart Association and Jennie Mexico on Oct. 23-27.
Harcourt, member, are shown with
Sixty years ago
a variety of prizes available to the
Designation of Selective Service
Walkers raising pledges in the First Local Board No. 20 as an official
Annual Healthy Choice American Veterans Information Center of
Heart Walk to be held Oct. 21.
United States Government was
Pictured is Dakota Potter, 2-year announced by W.M. Washer, chairold son of Becky and Mike Potter, man of the local selective service
as he weaves his way earlier this board. The board is located in the
week through the rows of mums in 'Gatlin Building.
his parent's field on Highway 121,
Births reported include a boy to
south of Stella.
Mr. and Mrs. J.F. Hughes on Oct. 2;
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Grogan of a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Easley
2308 Coldwater Road. Murray, will on Oct. 3; and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
celebrate their 50th wedding John Lee Childers on Oct. 10.
anniversary on Oct. 23.
Naomi Broach, Faye Todd and
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Todd Arnett of Charles D. Butterworth were electLouisville, are the parents of a son, ed as officers of Lynn Grove High
Michael Todd Arnett, born Oct. 7. School. Their sponsor is Buron
The mother is the former Diana Jeffrey.
Ridley.

DEAR ABBY: I work for a
court, and while I was at work
the bailiff informed me be had
civil papers to serve on my husband. When I called my husband
to tell him, he sounded scared
that I knew about it. When I
dug a little deeper, I found out
they
were
child support
papers from a
woman he'd
had an affair
with. He has
been wiring
her
money
behind
my
back for two
years.
Abby. I
have
been
with this man
By Abigail
for 12 years.
Van Buren
I had suspected affairs before, but he always
came up with convincing answers
and fooled me into thinking it
was nothing. I guess I'm naive
-- or him being a cop has taught
him how to lie and cleverly
manipulate.
I have two children, and of
course I left him. I haven't told
my son why I divorced his dad
because I don't want him to have
a bad opinion of him.
I need advice. I'm now struggling and barely making ends
meet. My son is mad at me because
I can't fa my relationship with
his father. We are having a hard
time, but my ex isn't. He's living it up while staying with relatives. He cancels visits with his
son at the last minute to spend
time with other women.
I try not to get angry, because
no matter how I'm hurting I know
I'm better off without him. How
do I let the anger go? Romantically, I feel I have moved on,
but another part of me feels he
should suffer too. -- ANGRY IN
THE SOUTH

Dear Abby

DEAR ANGRY: Nobody likes
to be played for a fool, and you
wouldn't be human if you didn't
have these feelings. However,
resist the temptation to be vengeful. Your ex may suffer when
your son is old enough to realize that he can't count on his
dad to keep his word or be there
for him. Bide your time. While
you shouldn't poison the children
against him, do let them draw
their own conclusions.
•••••

DEAR ABBY: Ten years ago,
while I was still in college, I
dated and fell in love with a
married man I'll call "Jon." The
split was messy in the end, but
since then we have had our closure and moved on with our lives
-- divorce for him, and marriage
for me.
I recently learned that Jon
may be taking a position in my
small company (only nine people). I believe we can be cordial, but should I approach the
subject with him, or pretend it
never happened? Do I tell my
husband 4(who knows about the
affair) that Jon will be working
with me, or keep quiet? -- CONFLICTED IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR CONFLICTED: Of
course you tell your husband. If
you don't and he finds out Jon
will be working with you, he
will assume that you had something to hide. As to bringing up
the past with Jon once he shows
up, if he doesn't broach the subject. I don't think you should. Keep
the relationship strictly business,
for both your .
sak
..
.
e:.
Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother, Pauline
Phillips. Contact Dear Abby at
wwwDearAbby.corn or P.O. Box
69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.
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I5UMSTEAD, I NEED YOU.
, HOLD ON, BOSS,
,
THERE'S AN
EMERGENCY
AT HOME!

SORRY, OAGW000,60 AHEAD
AND TAKE CARE OF IT<
'
2
THAN
— KS,
BOSS

'--c

HONEY, EVE CHANGED MY MIND!
IS IT TOO LATE TO GO WITH
POT ROAST INSTEAD OF
PORK CHOPS?!

•2c,

-

10-21

NIC•3)
1:23 tJ 3TI
GREAT. JUST WHEN THE
AVERAGE BODY TYPE
BECOMES SEXY, YOU
TELL ME I PONT MAKE
THE GRAPE.

NOT TO WORRY. YOU CAN
STILL ACHIEVE A VERY
PASSABLE PAP BOP IF
YOU'RE WILLING TO GET
ON A PROGRAM.
A
PROGRAM
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In 1945, women in France were
allowed to vote in parliamentary
elections for the first time.
In 1959, the Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum, designed
by Frank Lloyd Wright, opened
to the public in New York.
In 1960, Democrat John F.
Kinnedy and Republica kichard
Nixon clashed in ..theig_fmal
presidential debate in War York.
In 1971, President Richard
Nixon nominated Lewis F. Powell and William H. Rehnquist to
the U.S. Supreme Court. (Both
nominees were confirmed.)
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Boston's harbor.
In 1805, a British fleet commanded by Adm. Horatio Nelson
defeated a French-Spanish fleet in
the Battle of Trafalgar; Nelson,
however, was killed.
In 1879, Thomas Edison perfected a workable electric light at
his laboratory in Menlo Park, New
Jersey.
In 1917, members of the 1st
Division of the U.S. Army training in Luneville (luhn-nay-VEEL'),
France, became the first Americans to see action on the front
lines of World War I.
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nun D3 every day to people age
60 and over People of any age
with low blood levels of vitamin
D. or with bone diseases like
osteoporosis, also should take vitamin D.
Large studies are underway to
see if other people could benefit
from daily vitamin D pills, as
well. I'm betting that the studies
will show such a benefit, but I
could be wrong. That's why we
do studies: Facts matter a lot more
than opinions.
There are risks to taking vitamin pills in high doses. For example, high doses of vitamin A can
increase the risk for osteoporosis.
Beta carotene pills, a form of
vitamin A, can increase the risk
of lung cancer in people at high
risk, such as smokers. High-dose
vitamin C can cause kidney stones.
Some people in the United
States and other developed nations
are at risk for vitamin deficiency diseases. This includes alcoholics, poor people with poor
nutrition, people with diseases that
impair their digestion (like Crohn's
disease) or vegans who are at
risk for vitamin 812 deficiency.
What about taking a multivitamin pill each day? There is little evidence that it either helps
you or hurts you. They're not very
expensive, and they're an easy
way to fill any nutritional gaps.
If you do decide to take a multivitamin, look for a brand that
contains enough vitamin D.
Finally, because you are a young
woman, don't forget my advice
about the daily folic acid pill. It's
very important, even if you don't
intend to become pregnant: Sometimes pregnancy is an unintended surprise.
(This column is an update of
one that ran originally in December 2011.)
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. Go to his website to
send questions and get additional information: wwwAskDoctorK.com.)

Dr. Komaroff

---.Asir

'---

by
Heloise

BANANAS LEFT
IN THE COLD
Dear HeloIse: Is everyone
like me when it comes to keeping BANANAS from spoiling
too soon? It is hard to find
them before they get soft, but
they spoil quickly when home.
I tried banana stands, storing
them in the refrigerator and
separating
them.
Nothing

worked.
I separated them, wrapped each in a paper
towel and placed them in the crisper drawer. To
my surprise, they kept perfectly for a week or
longer. I hope you will try this and share the
message! — Linda F., via email.
Linda, first, don't buy one whole bunch. Get
two that are green, two almost yellow, two almost
ripe and two that are ripe. They will be ready
to eat when you are!
Putting bananas in the refrigerator stops them
from ripening. If they are NOT ripe, keep them
at room temperature to ripen faster. Separating
them or hanging does not affect how they ripen,
except they are in a warm environment.
Putting them in the paper towel and then into
the crisper worked because of the cold. — Heloise
P.S.: If you are eating bananas for the potassium, as many people on blood-pressure medicine do, there are other foods you can eat or
drink.. Take a look at low-sodium tomato or veg-
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"Edward Scissorhands" star
Distant radio source
Final, for one
News recap
Smartphone downloads
Worn down
Opponent
Some July babies
Safari sighting
Fido's foot
First performance
Refrain bit
Track shape
Some primates
Chooses
Prague native
Antlered animal
Matt of "Today"
Opulence
Groceries holder
Shrink in fear
Mexican peninsula
Right away
Uttered
Sacred river of India
Gumbo vegetable

=

etable juice. One cup has about 450 mg of potassium (more than a medium banana), under 60
calories and no storage problems. Get out of the
banana rut!
SAFE COOKING
Dear Heloise: I use my slow cooker a lot for
soups and stews. I sit the slow cooker on my
glass-top stove so that if anything boils over
(which thankfully has never happened) it will not
cause a huge mess. — Julie W. in Maine •
Slow cookers are fabulous and such a help
when cooking for a family on the go! Coming
home to the smell of soup is wonderful. With
fall in the air, my Heloise's Spectacular Soups
pamphlet is packed with favorite family recipes
and shortcut hints. To order, visit www.Heloise.com,
or send $5 and a long, self-addressed, stamped
170 cents) envelope to: Heloise/Soups, P.O. Box
795001, San Antonio, TX 78279-5001. Place the
slow cooker on a baking sheet with an edge to
collect spills. Easy cleanup. — Heloise
CLEAN SELF-CLEANING OVEN?
Dear Heloise: What is safe to use to clean a
self-cleaning oven? — Barbara T., via email
Simple soap and water is all you need. The
high-heat cycle really burns off gunk. Wipe up
spills ASAP, and that should do it. — Heloise •:
NO BOILING EGGS
Dear Heloise: When making tuna salad, etc.,:
instead of all the time spent boiling eggs, then: peeling and chopping, simply scramble them.::i
Saves time and effort! — David K., Fort Smith,::,
Ark.
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DEAR DOCTOR. K: I'm a
35-year-old woman who has taken
vitamin pills since I was a girl.
Some people tell me they don't
help, and may even hurt Inc.
What's the truth?
DEAR READER: I'll never
pretend to tell you the "truth" in
this column,becalm,I don't always
know what it is. And I've seen
what people
considered to
be the truth
change. But I
will give you
my best current assessment of what
scientific
studies show.
of
First
all, there's no
question that
By
you
need
Dr. Anthony
vitamins. In
Komaroff
fact, they are
substances all of us need to live.
In developing nations, many people are made very sick and even
die because of severe vitamin deficiencies.
Most of us in developed nations,
however, get most of the vitamins we need in our diet -- even
if we're not always eating a perfectly balanced diet. Many of
today's foods are fortified with vitamins.
Let me begin by listing the
two vitamins that I think many
people need to take. First, women
like you who are of childbearing
age should take a folic acid (or
folate) pill (400 micrograms daily)
to protect against birth defects in
their babies, should they get pregnant. Large scientific studies have
proven the value of taking this
vitamin.
The other vitamin to consider
is vitamin D. Based on current
evidence from scientific studies,
many experts recommend that older
adults take a vitamin D pill every
day. Opinions vary as to the
amount, but I would recommend
1,000 International Units of vita-

Hints From Holoise

By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. October
21, the 294th day of 2015. There
are 71 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On October 21, 1892, schoolchildren across the U.S. observed
Columbus Day by reciting, for
the first time, the original version of "The. Pledge of Allegiance," written by Francis -Bellamy for The Youth's Companion.
On this date:
In 1797, the U.S. Navy frigate
Constitution, also known as "Old
Ironsides," was christened in
BABY E3I_ IlJ

The vitamin pills you need
and don't need
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SAVE BIG ON THE BOLD 2016
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TOYOTA CAMRY!
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LEASE A NEW 2016 CAMRY SE
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4-Door Sedan Model #2546
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/

•Due at signing includes $1.000 TFS Lease Subvention Cash
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MONTH
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PER MONTH
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PER MONTH
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ANY NEW 2015 OR 2016
CAMRY GAS • CAMRY HYBRID
OR ANY NEW 2015
AVALON GAS • AVALON HYBRID • COROLLA
PRIUS Liftback • PRIUS C • PRIUS v • YARIS
RAV4 • SIENNA • VENZA

Toyota
TOYO-1 A

Care

No Cost Service S Roadside

Every New
Toyota
Comes With
ToyotaCare.

PLUS BONUS CASH UP TO $1000 ON SELECT MODELS!

Goi

CUSTOMER CASH

to I

CUSTOMER CASH

ANY NEW
2015 PRIUS v

$2,500

2015 PRIUS Liftback

$2,250

s
R.P.
.
FIn3
.
L
.Y.
2015 AVALON.V.

$ 2,000

2015 VENZA

$2,000

Call 1

2015 CAMRY

INCLUDES

HYBRIDS

$1,500

2016 CAMRY

INCLUDES HYBRIDS

1,500

2015 PRIUS c

$1,500

2015 COROLLA

$ 1,000

2015 RAV4

$ 1,000

2015 SIENNA

$1,000

271

Two
Arts ...
Book F
Classff

COMICI

COMMI

Obituai

ASK ABOUT OUR $1,000 MILITARY & $750 COLLEGE GRAD REBATE PROGRAMS
THAT'S OVER 1? ABOVE ALL OTHER INCENTIVES/

I

FOR ALL

GameC

huyatoyota.com

TOYOTA OFFERS

SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALER TODAY!
7

TOYOTA OF MURRAY
1307 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270.753.4961
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